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Recent years have seen the emergence of a number of devices designed to separate 

specific cells of interest from background cells and particulate. Applications range from 

the isolation of stem and bone marrow cells from bone marrow aspirates to the detection 

of abnormal and malignant cells from spinal and pleural fluids. Of particular interest have 

been microfluidic devices, due to their ability to process relatively large volumes on a 

small surface area, and the favorable fluidics within. Attempts at improving the 

interaction between flowing cells and the adhesive wall have been carried out with the 

incorporation of wall features that create microvortices and with the introduction of 

obstacles that span the flow regime. Significant drawbacks of these technologies include 

the need for complex and sophisticated microfabrication techniques and difficulties 

removing captured. The focus of this research is to investigate the utility of cell capture in 

a relatively simple microfluidic device that is enhanced by the modulation of surface 

roughness through the addition of a coating of naturally-occurring halloysite nanotubes. 

This nanotube coating is characterized thoroughly and shown to create significant 

advantages in the capture of viable target cells, and its utility proven in the ability to 

capture primary circulating tumor cells from peripheral blood samples of cancer patients. 



 

Comparison to today’s gold standard for circulating tumor cells enumeration 

demonstrates the advantages offered by this device. Finally, it is established that 

enhancements in the purity of the captured cell population is achieved due to the 

remarkable activity of the halloysite nanotube coating in reducing the capture of and 

preventing the spreading of contaminating leukocytes within the device.  
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This section is adapted from the following publication: AD Hughes and MR King, 
Nanobiotechnology for the capture and manipulation of circulating tumor cells. WIRES 
Nanomedicine and Nanobiotechnology, 2011, 4(3):291-309. 
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Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the developed world.  More 

specifically, the dissemination of cancer cells and subsequent seeding of secondary 

tumors in distant organs is the second leading cause of death, in that approximately 90% 

of cancer deaths are due to metastasis (1). Studies have reported greater than one million 

cancer cells can detach from the primary tumor per gram of tumor per day (2, 3) in a 

temporally heterogeneous manner (4), and invade surrounding tissue in search of a 

distant site which will support growth of a secondary tumor. The majority of dispersed 

cancer cells do not survive, however those that do clearly pose the most significant threat 

to the host organism (5). A large body of experimental evidence makes the case that the 

primary route for metastatic dissemination is the circulatory system, wherein cancer cells 

travel throughout the body as circulating tumor cells (CTC) (6, 7). Indeed, studies 

utilizing in vivo video microscopy have visualized cancer cell intravasation and describe 

it as a robust step in the metastasis process (8, 9). While it is true that lymphatic invasion 

occurs and is a criterion for poor diagnosis, there are generally no direct lymphatic routes 

to distant organs where metastases propagate. Therefore cancer cells must subsequently 

enter the bloodstream before seeding a secondary tumor (6). Studies have found that 

unique adhesive properties of the luminal surface of particular organ vasculature are 

sufficient to explain the habitual homing of certain cancers to specific secondary tissues 

(6, 10-13). Thus, it is evident that the presence of CTC in the circulatory system is a 
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necessary phenomenon in cancer progression, and researchers and physicians have 

recently begun to recognize the relevance and use of CTC for diagnosis and treatment 

(14). 

 Detection of CTC in the peripheral blood of patients has led to the realization that 

the quantity of CTC corresponds closely to disease severity, and CTC count is currently 

used as a prognostic tool and to track treatment efficacy (15-21). Studies have shown that 

the concentration of CTC in the blood of cancer patients is on the order of one in a billion 

healthy blood cells (16), or one in a million leukocytes (17, 22). Considering the 

prevalence of CTC, the detection or isolation technique must be able to analyze large 

sample volumes and achieve high sensitivities and purities. Many technologies have 

emerged in recent years to detect CTC, all with their inherent advantages and 

disadvantages. Consequently it is imperative to note that the current state of knowledge 

of CTC is still evolving, as it is dependent on the technologies available to identify them. 

It is increasingly apparent that micro- and nanobiotechnology are the most likely routes 

to the ideal CTC capture device due to the ability to recognize and exploit unique 

molecular-level features that distinguish CTC from normal cells, and also due to the 

unsurpassed degree of control that is afforded. 

 Devices for utilizing CTC to assist the clinical treatment of cancer patients can be 

categorized into three separate classes, based on the intended purpose of the technology. 

The first class consists of devices that are primarily concerned with the quantification of 

CTC. This class contains the inceptive technologies as well as those that are currently 

used in the clinic, and are meant to be used primarily as diagnostic tools (Figure 1.1a). A 

second class focuses on further characterization of CTC beyond enumeration. As easily 
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accessible samples of individual patients’ malignant tissue, isolated CTC can be studied 

in vitro to detail the characteristics of each particular cancer and rapidly identify the 

optimal course of therapy. Thus, this class of technologies aims to isolate or detect CTC 

in such a way that cell viability is not compromised so that CTC can be subsequently 

utilized to improve therapy strategies (Figure 1.1a,b). The third class of devices addresses 

the objective of manipulating CTC directly in vivo as a therapy (Figure 1.1c). 

 

1.1 Circulating Tumor Cell Detection Assays 

 Researchers have theorized that rare primary tumor cells are programmed early on 

to be able to metastasize (23-25), indeed studies have shown that metastatic 

dissemination of cancer cells into the bloodstream can occur very early in the disease 

lifetime, before symptoms present or the primary tumor can be detected by conventional 

methods (26). Consequently, many groups have endeavored to create technologies for 

detecting and enumerating CTC from patient blood samples.  

The current gold standard is the CellSearch system (Veridex, Raritan, NJ). 

CellSearch is currently the only FDA-approved device for CTC detection (21). In 

practice, patient blood samples are first processed via Ficoll density gradient 

centrifugation to separate nucleated cells, including CTC and leukocytes (the so-called 

“buffy coat”), from the remainder of blood components. Immunomagnetic precipitation is 

then performed using magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with antibodies specific to 

epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) (17). Nanoparticle-bound cells are then 

separated in a magnetic field. To make detection more specific, isolated cells are 

subsequently permeabilized and stained for epithelial markers such as cytokeratin, as well 
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as for CD45 to exclude contaminating leukocytes. CellSearch has been shown to be 

sensitive down to 1 CTC per 0.5 mL blood (4), and has successfully been used to predict 

patient survival following treatment in a multicenter study (27). The CellSearch system, 

along with many of the alternative devices described below, relies on epithelial markers 

and therein lies an inherent limitation in that studies have shown a lack of EpCAM 

expression in approximately 30% of cancer cells (28). In addition, the epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition (EMT) phenotype switch that occurs in many metastatic cells is 

known to coincide with the loss of epithelial markers such as cytokeratins (29, 30).  

Arguably the most commonly used methods for detecting CTC involve reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) techniques to recognize and amplify 

messenger RNA (mRNA) for individual genes linked to malignant cells. Trials have been 

conducted to detect CTC based on a variety of cancer-specific genes, such as epithelial 

growth factor receptor 2 (EGFR), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), cytokeratin 19 and 

20, human epithelial growth factor receptor (HER-2), mucin-1 (MUC-1), and 

mammaglobin (h-MAM), to name a few. While there have been several tumor-specific 

genes identified, not one has been found to be expressed in 100% of CTC (31, 32). RT-

PCR methods provide high sensitivities, routinely down to 1 CTC per mL (4), however 

the increase in sensitivity comes at the cost of a few drawbacks. First, CTC are 

necessarily destroyed in the process of harvesting the mRNA, making it difficult to 

enumerate and impossible to study live CTC. Second, the level of sensitivity afforded by 

RT-PCR techniques requires rigorous negative controls to avoid false-positive detection 

(4). Finally, low levels of epithelial marker gene-expressing cells have been reported in 

the blood of healthy individuals (33, 34). To address the challenge of false-positive 
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detection researchers have started using quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR), which allows 

for thresholding of outputs using negative controls of healthy blood cells (32). A high-

throughput method has been developed to attempt to eliminate the challenge of 

expression heterogeneity within cancer cell populations whereby four mRNA markers are 

detected simultaneously by qRT-PCR and results are determined using an alkaline 

phosphatase colorimetric membrane-array. To screen patients for gastric cancer 

researchers have concurrently screened for human telomerase reverse transcriptase 

(hTERT), cytokeratin 19 (CK-19), CEA, and MUC-1 and report sensitivities of 5 CTC 

per mL, with a specificity of 91.3% (35). 

The AdnaTest BreastCancerSelect system (AdnaGen, Lagenhagen, Germany) is a 

CTC detection system that utilizes semiquantitative RT-PCR along with CTC isolation 

using immunomagnetic nanoparticles. The AdnaTest system works by first treating 

patient blood samples with magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with a mixture of three 

separate antibodies to different epithelial cell surface markers (the specific markers are 

proprietary), and then isolated CTC are lysed and PCR is performed for HER-2, MUC-1, 

and GA733-2 (36). The makers of the AdnaTest report that they are able to achieve 

greater sensitivity than the CellSearch system (37). A recent study has been performed 

comparing simultaneous RT-PCR of CK-19 and h-MAM with CellSearch and AdnaTest 

using blood samples from 76 metastatic breast cancer patients, and report a notable 

amount of discordance between the three techniques (38). While the authors report that 

the RT-PCR technique detects significantly more CTC than CellSearch or AdnaTest, the 

number of CTC detected with AdnaTest was much lower than what has been reported by 
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other studies, highlighting the need for rigorous standardization requirements between 

laboratories as well as a large-scale multicenter study. 

 One exciting new technique is the use of green fluorescent protein-expressing 

attenuated adenovirus (GFP-AAV, designated OBP-401) to infect CTC and make them 

fluoresce. CTC-specificity is achieved by making AAV replication only possible in the 

presence of telomerase. As telomerase activity is required for AAV replication, only 

viable CTC will be able to support AAV replication and become fluorescent (39). To 

perform this assay, patient peripheral blood samples are drawn and red blood cell lysis is 

performed. Following centrifugation, OBP-401 is introduced into the cell pellet 

containing leukocytes and rare CTC and incubated for 24 h. Finally, the entire cell 

sample is placed on a slide and scanned by automated fluorescence microscopy to detect 

fluorescent CTC. As telomerase activity has been identified as a relevant marker of 

cancer cells (40-42), this is an attractive technology because it does not rely on epithelial 

markers. However, one challenge of this technique is that modest telomerase activity has 

been reported in hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells as well as in activated 

lymphocytes (43), both of which can be found in peripheral blood. This could therefore 

lead to false-positive detection. 

 An interesting technology was recently developed for the detection of single CTC 

in patient blood samples using antibody-functionalized single-walled carbon nanotube 

(SWCNT) field effect transistors (44). The device works based on the change in electrical 

conduction through SWCNT from the stress imposed by an antigen binding to an 

SWCNT-bound antibody. 10-20 nm diameter SWCNT are secured between electrodes 

and then functionalized with antibodies specific to insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor 
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(IGF1R) or HER-2 to detect breast cancer cells (45). The authors demonstrate the 

extremely high sensitivity of the device and speculate on the ability to create arrays of 

SWCNT transistors functionalized with a range of antibodies specific to different cell 

markers, however in the current state the device is only able to detect the presence of 

CTC and significant modifications are necessary to be able to enumerate CTC. 

 Another technique for detecting CTC is the EPISPOT (for epithelial immunospot) 

assay. EPISPOT is performed by isolating the buffy coat of a blood sample and then 

performing a CD45 negative selection treatment using anti-CD45 magnetic nanoparticles 

to remove leukocytes. Residual CD45- cells are incubated for 24 to 48 h and then the 

media is analyzed for secreted factors using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA) technique. CTC are then enumerated based on the number of colored spots, and 

the type of secreted protein can be identified by the color of the spot (46). In a proof of 

concept study, one MCF7 breast cancer cell was detected in 5 mL blood based on its 

secretion of cathepsin D and MUC-1 (47). An advantage of this assay is that CTC 

detection is not dependent on a surface marker such as EpCAM, which may introduce a 

bias and result in false-negative results. In addition, only viable cells are detected because 

only viable cells will produce and secrete protein (32), however the requirement for a 

cancer-specific secreted marker protein constrains its applicability. Additionally, the 

amount of sample pretreatment required poses a risk of CTC loss, and since CTC can be 

extremely rare this could result in false-negative readouts. 

  Laser scanning cytometry (Compucyte, Cambridge, MA) is a slide-based 

procedure, essentially flow cytometry on an immobilized sample, that has been 

developed for CTC detection (48, 49). Cell samples are pretreated via Ficoll density 
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centrifugation or red blood cell lysis and then deposited on a microscope slide were they 

can be fluorescently stained for a number of different markers, such as EpCAM or human 

epithelial antigen (HEA), as well as CD45 to exclude leukocytes. A collimated laser 

beam is then rapidly scanned over the slide to analyze each cell for fluorescence (50). 

Laser scanning cytometry (LSC) has been shown to be sensitive to one positive event in 

105 negative events (51), and has demonstrated good correlation between CTC count and 

therapeutic success in a recent clinical study (52). A strong advantage of LSC is that x,y 

coordinates of each event are recorded along with the fluorescent emission data, allowing 

the user to return to specific events and perform additional analysis, such as verify 

positive events and eliminate false-positives (49, 50). One notable drawback to LSC is 

the sample size: only 100,000 cells can be analyzed per sample (48). A similar 

technology, termed fiber-optic array scanning technology (FAST), is able to scan and 

analyze up to 3x105 fluorescently labeled cells per second using laser-printing optical 

technology. Automated digital microscopy (ADM) is a fluorescence microscopy system 

in which a computed scans an entire sample in the X, Y direction while automatically 

focusing, and records the fluorescence data of each event it detects. ADM has been 

shown previously to accomplish high sensitivity and accuracy (53). The FAST system 

has reported a sensitivity of >90% of the 500-fold slower ADM while maintaining a 

specificity of one false positive in approximately 70,000 negative events for CTC stained 

with a pan-cytokeratin antibody (54-56). 

 In an effort to avoid using antibodies against a single epithelial cell surface 

marker to identify cancer cells, one group has adapted the systematic evolution of ligands 

for exponential enrichment (SELEX) process to whole cells (cell-SELEX) to screen large 
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aptamer libraries for a panel of target cell-specific aptamers. Aptamers are short DNA or 

RNA probes that exhibit high specificity with lower affinities for their molecular targets 

and a relatively small signal when fluorescently labeled. To capitalize on the specificity 

of cell-specific aptamer panels and overcome their binding and signal limitations, 

researchers have constructed 12 nm x 56 nm gold-silver nanorods that are decorated with 

up to 80 fluorescently labeled aptamers. The result is a 26-fold greater affinity for target 

cells together with a 300-fold greater fluorescent signal compared to cells labeled with 

soluble aptamers (57). This technology has potential for a broad range of applications as 

many CTC-detection devices rely on fluorescent staining of target cell surfaces for 

identification or verification. 

 

1.2 Detection + Manipulation Techniques 

 The utility of devices for enumerating CTC has been demonstrated to a significant 

extent to track disease progression and predict therapeutic outcome. However, the 

technologies mentioned above do not allow for subsequent employment of CTC to 

advance cancer research and therapy development due to the destruction of the CTC in 

the detection procedure. 

1.2.1 Function-Based Methods 

 CTC extravasation is necessarily preceded by CTC arrest in a vessel. This can 

occur either by size restriction in small capillaries or molecular adhesion to the vessel 

surface. The latter is more likely due to the observation that CTC arrest in vessels that are 

larger than the CTC diameter (6). There is substantial experimental evidence that make 

the case that CTC adhere to endothelium in a manner analogous to leukocyte adhesion in 
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the inflammatory cascade; specifically, CTC may use selectin binding as the initial step 

in diapedesis (11, 12, 58-63). As such, we have performed a number of studies that have 

focused on capturing CTC on selectin molecules to mimic physiological conditions, with 

the intention of capturing the CTC population that is able to take the first step in 

extravasation, comprising the relevant population for detection and study. Cells captured 

on selectin-coated surfaces can be gently removed by introducing 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to chelate the divalent cation Ca2+ which is 

required for the activation of selectin molecules. Thus captured cells remain viable and 

can be subsequently analyzed in the laboratory. Initial studies were performed in which 

the lumen of MicroRenathane (MRE) microtubes, with an inner diameter of 300 µm, 

were coated with P-selectin to capture the CD34+ population of hematopoietic stem and 

progenitor cells (HSPC) from the peripheral circulation of rats (64) and human bone 

marrow aspirates (65, 66). As CTC likewise adhere to selectin proteins, the application of 

this device for CTC capture is possible. Importantly, selectin-mediated adhesion of 

flowing cells is a physiological process and thus is not expected to impact viability. 

Furthermore, the success in capturing CD34+ HSPC suggests a potential application in 

selecting for and capturing rare primary cancer stem cells (67, 68). 

 The selectin-functionalized microtube device has been successfully used by our 

group to capture CTC from blood, and experiments describe a 50% capture efficiency in 

cancer cell spiking experiments when the microtube is additionally coated with 

antibodies specific to cancer cells to help retain captured cells in the device (Figure 1.2) 

(69). Subsequent work has been performed to alter the nanoscale properties of the inner 

surface of the device to augment capture. In one study, a monolayer nanoparticle coating 
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of colloidal silica (10-15 nm) was deposited on the inner surface of the device using 

either a thin layer of poly L-lysine or titanium (IV) butoxide as an adhesive and 

experiments showed an increase in P-selectin adsorption, and consequently as CTC were 

perfused through the device at physiological flow rates significantly more cells were 

captured (Figure 1.3). In addition, rolling velocity values were diminished, indicating that 

the strength of adhesion of captured cells was greater on the nanoparticle coating 

compared to control (70). 

  

1.2.2 Non Function-Based Techniques 

 Several devices have been developed involving arrays of antibody-coated 

microposts for the capture of viable CTC. The “CTC-chip” is a constructed using deep 

reactive ion etching (DRIE) in silicon to create 78,000 posts in a staggered arrangement 

with 50 µm gaps between posts (71). The microposts are coated with antibodies against 

EpCAM, and blood samples are pumped through at a flow rate of 1 mL/h to maintain a 

shear stress below 0.4 dyn/cm2. Such a low shear stress is necessary to provide enough 

time for the relatively slow antibody bonds to form, and CTC capture efficiency drops 

below 20% at 3 mL/h (71). Such low flow rates would seem to make the processing of 

patient samples to capture viable CTC for subsequent study appear somewhat unfeasible 

due to the amount of time required to process several mililiters. Nevertheless, the CTC-

chip has demonstrated >60% capture efficiency in whole blood spiking experiments with 

model blood samples containing as few as 50 CTC per mL. Additionally, the CTC-chip 

was able to captured viable CTC from 115 out of 116 blood samples from patients 

suffering from a variety of metastatic carcinomas. CTC comprised ~50% of the captured 
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primary cells, and 98% of captured cells were viable based on inspection of membrane 

integrity by confocal microscopy (71). However, a notable limitation of the CTC-chip is 

equivalent to that of the CellSearch and other antibody-based systems, in that only 

portions of primary CTC populations express the surface makers that antibodies target, 

such as EpCAM, and the subpopulations that would be excluded by an antibody device 

may be those that are the most aggressively metastatic (28-30). 

 An updated version of the CTC-chip is a microfluidic chip consisting of a 50 µm-

high channel with 45 µm-deep chevron-shaped grooves in the upper surface, termed the 

“Herringbone-Chip” (72). The Herringbone-Chip is designed to induce vortices in the 

fluid streamlines to break up the laminar flow profile and promote collisions between 

perfused cells and the antibody-coated walls. The Herringbone-chip demonstrates a 

capture efficiency of 92% at a flow rate of 1.2 mL/h in cancer cell spiking experiments, 

compared to 66% in the CTC-chip at 1.0 mL/h. In addition, experimental evidence 

suggests that flow rates as high as 4.8 mL/h can be utilized while achieving a capture 

efficiency of >40%. This represents a significant improvement over the CTC-chip. 

Another improvement over the CTC-chip micropost concept applies microfluidic 

modeling of the movement of cells around microposts. This mathematical model is used 

to maximize the collision rate of cancer cells with antibody-coated microposts while 

minimizing the collisions of healthy leukocytes with microposts, and works on the 

observation that CTC are often larger than leukocytes. This device has been labeled 

geometrically enhanced differential immunocapture (GEDI), is composed of 5000 posts 

in a 8 mm x 25 mm channel that is 100 µm high, and is functionalized with an antibody 

against prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) (73). The GEDI device is operated 
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at 1mL/h and has attained 85% capture efficiency and 68% purity in blood spiking 

experiments. In processing blood samples of patients known to have metastatic cancer, 

CTC were detected in 18 out of 20 samples (73). An important feature of these antibody-

functionalized fluidic devices is that introduction of the soluble antibody or ligand, or a 

commercially available protease such as trypsin, will release captured cells from the 

device without compromising viability. 

 A further advancement of a microfluidic platform for capture of CTC is the high 

throughput microsampling unit (HTMSU) device, which consists of high aspect ratio 

sinusoidal channels (35 µm x 150 µm) in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) that are 

coated with anti-EpCAM antibodies. 51 channels were cast in parallel to create a device 

that is able to process blood samples at a rate of approximately 2 mL per hour. Spiking 

experiments reported excellent capture efficiency (>97%) due to the channel dimensions. 

An intriguing feature of this device is that a conductivity sensor is integrated at the output 

to enumerate unlabeled CTC after they are released by trypsin and pumped out of the 

chip. The conductivity sensor is able to distinguish between CTC and contaminating 

leukocytes and erythrocytes based on size, a feature that allows for the prevention of 

false-positive detection (74). A more recent study by the same group utilized anti-PSMA 

instead of anti-EpCAM antibodies to detect LNCaP prostate cancer cells spiked into 

whole blood and reported a capture efficiency of 90% (75). 

 A new approach to viable CTC capture endeavors to enhance interactions 

between an antibody-coated surface and a cell using substrates with nanoscale surface 

features to promote local topological interactions. This device is composed of a silicon 

nanopillar array coating with anti-EpCAM or antibodies. The nanopillars are 100 to 200 
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nm in diameter and lengths can be controllably varied between 1 and 20 µm depending 

on etching times. The rationale for this device lies in the extensive observations that 

substrate topography can influence cellular behavior, particularly cellular adhesion. 

Preliminary blood spiking experiments were performed in which stained MCF7 breast 

cancer cells or PC3 prostate cancer cells were suspended in blood samples which were 

then incubated over the device with 10 µm-long pillars for 45 min. Results indicate 

greater than 40% improvement in capture efficiency compared to CellSearch (76). 

 

1.3 In Vivo CTC Manipulation Techniques 

 The observation that cancer cells are shed from primary tumors at rates that vary 

sporadically, or even in a discontinuous manner (4), means that extraction of a volume of 

blood from a cancer patient represents only a snapshot of the bigger picture of the 

disease. As described above, many studies have identified a correlation between CTC 

count and disease severity, indicating that these snapshots are often reliable, at least on 

the whole. However, continuous monitoring in vivo would be an improvement over 

discrete time points. A further motivation for continuous monitoring of the circulation is 

evident considering the prevalence of CTC: reports have identified as few as 1 CTC per 

7.5 mL patient sample (4). Based on this estimate there is a low probably of capturing 

any CTC in a single blood sample of a few milliliters (14). A device that would allow for 

screening of the entire circulation would minimize the chance of CTC evading the device. 

One such device is an implantable microtube that, when incorporated into the circulatory 

system as a shunt, will continuously screen for CTC via selectin-mediated adhesion. 

Studies have been performed in which a vascular shunt device was functionalized with P-
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selectin and anti-CD34 antibodies, and inserted into the vasculature of rat to successfully 

capture viable HSPC (64). In a subsequent study directed at CTC capture and depletion, a 

vascular shunt device designed for implantation was functionalized with E-selectin and 

tumor necrosis factor (TNF) related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL, also known as 

Apo2).(77) TRAIL is a protein that induces apoptosis in malignant cells via the caspase 

pathway (78), however systemic delivery to eliminate cancer cells is precluded by reports 

of apoptosis induction in healthy hepatocytes (79), keratinocytes (80), and brain cells 

(81). Thus a device that localizes TRAIL delivery to the peripheral bloodstream would 

provide limited side effects while specifically targeting CTC, reducing metastatic load. 

This device, once implanted, would first act as a functional screen for cells that have the 

ability to extravasate (via selectin adhesion) by inducing them to roll over E-selectin on 

the device surface and sample the surface as they would along the endothelium. On the 

device surface, immobilized TRAIL molecules induce apoptosis in rolling CTC (Figure 

1.4), while rolling leukocytes (TRAIL-insensitive) pass out of the device unaltered. 

Experiments performed in a validation study achieve a 30% kill rate for CTC pumped 

through the device for 1 h at physiological flow rates, while no impact on the viability of 

identically-treated primary leukocytes was observed (Figure 1.4) (77). Studies 

manipulating the nanoscale topography of the device to achieve enhanced kill rates have 

been successfully carried out and are ongoing. 

 The implantable selectin-based vascular shunt has been utilized in a separate 

study to accomplish delivery of genetic therapeutics to rolling cells (82). In this 

technique, liposomes (150 nm diameter) were covalently coated with P-selectin and 

polyethylene glycol (PEG), with small interfering RNA (siRNA) encapsulated within. 
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Liposomes were then adsorbed onto the inner surface of a microfluidic device at high 

surface densities. Validation experiments showed efficient delivery of siRNA to greater 

than 90% of target HL60 leukemic cells, with approximately 70% reduction in target 

gene expression across the cell population (Figure 1.5) (82). We have previously shown 

that CTC can be preferentially induced to roll on P-selectin (65), making this an exciting 

device for direct treatment of CTC in vivo. 

 A novel technology that has been under recent development for noninvasive 

enumeration and elimination of CTC in circulation is photoacoustic flow cytometry 

(PAFC). One study was performed primarily for the detection and eradication of 

unlabeled melanoma CTC (83). Melanoma cells are unique in that they overexpress 

melanin, which forms endogenous melanin nanoparticles (30 to 50 nm in diameter) 

within the cell, and these melanin nanopaticles can be used as spectrally-specific markers 

for photoacoustic detection. In PAFC, incident photons from a laser are absorbed by the 

nanoparticles and converted into thermal energy. The heated nanoparticles expand and 

generate acoustic waves in the surrounding medium, and an ultrasonic transducer detects 

these acoustic waves. Depending on the laser intensity, it is possible to either detect or 

ablate flowing CTC. Using this technology, acoustic signals from melanoma CTC were 

detected as they flow in the blood vessel of a mouse. The authors describe this 

technology as sensitive to 1 CTC per mL and effective to depths of 4 mm into skin (83). 

This technique could be applied to CTC that aren’t themselves spectrally-unique using 

gold plated carbon nanotubes, shown to be good contrast agents for photoacoustic and 

photothermal excitation by a diode laser (84, 85). Challenges may arise for this technique 

in that the gold plated carbon nanotubes have to be targeted specifically to CTC and 
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administered for the duration of the detection/eradication procedure. Furthermore, CTC 

shedding into the circulation is a chronic process, as evidenced by the experimental 

observation that photothermal CTC ablation in tumor-bearing mice for 1 h resulted in a 

reduction in CTC count that was only temporary as new CTC were shed into the 

bloodstream (83). It remains to be seen how this technology could be utilized for long-

term treatment to prevent metastasis. Nevertheless, the noninvasive, direct eradication of 

CTC in vivo is an intriguing concept, warranting further development. 

 

1.4 Conclusions from CTC capture technology 

Since the first identification of circulating tumor cells in the bloodstream of a 

patient with metastatic cancer in 1869 (86) significant advances have been made in the 

characterization and utility of CTC. To date, the most important clinical application of 

CTC technology has been the real-time monitoring of CTC counts in patients undergoing 

treatment to track disease progress along with treatment efficacy and outcome prediction 

(4, 27, 87). This class of CTC technology, while undoubtedly useful and beneficial to the 

patient, serves a passive role in cancer therapeutics and may not realize the full potential 

of CTC. Patient blood samples have the potential to be used as liquid biopsies, both to 

develop treatment schemes on a patient-to-patient basis and to study the nature of cancer 

metastasis to identify better drug targets. The ideal detection system would be one that is 

singularly specific and sensitive, but does not preclude further study by compromising 

cell viability. However, the molecular target (or targets) to accomplish sufficient 

specificity have yet to be identified and will only come from a better understanding of the 

metastatic cascade. Steps have been taken in the right direction; observations into the 
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mechanisms used by CTC to transmigrate from the bloodstream to a secondary tissue 

have distinguished selectins as utilitarian molecules for identification and capture of 

those CTC that pose the greatest threat to metastasize. Direct manipulation of CTC in 

vivo is another compelling direction for CTC technology, representing a potential means 

to reduce metastatic load and even block metastasis while the primary tumor is addressed, 

as well as a means to overcome some of the greatest challenges in CTC detection: 

temporal heterogeneity of dissemination and sample size limitations for in vitro 

techniques. Ultimately, the concepts and technologies described in this review represent 

true potential advances in cancer therapy. There can be no question that the future of 

CTC detection and manipulation lies unquestionably in the application of micro- and 

nanotechnology to achieve acute control with atomic-level accuracy and sensitivity. 

 

1.5 Halloysite nanotube coatings 

Previous work by Han et al. explored the incorporation of nanoparticles onto the 

surface of the inner lumen of the MRE microtube in an attempt to enhance the capture of 

perfused cells (70). Silica oxide nanoparticles of diameter 10-15 µm were coated onto the 

inner lumen of the surface using a thin layer of organic poly-L-lysine or inorganic 

titanium(IV) butoxide as adhesives. The authors were able to show that up to 35% more 

P-selectin was adsorbed on the surface. Atomic force microscopy verified that the 

nanotube-coated surface was sufficiently rougher than the uncoated surface, correlating 

roughness with increased protein deposition. These results resulted in significantly 

improved capture of CD34+ HSPC as well as human leukemic cell line HL60 cells. 

Capture was enhanced both in terms of the number of cells captured, and in the strength 
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with which cells were adhered to the surface. Cell rolling velocity in shear flow is 

directly related to the number of selectin-mediated bonds with the surface (88), and as 

expected the same shear rates produced reduced rolling velocities of cells on the 

nanoroughened surfaces. 

Halloysite nanotubes are naturally occurring alluminosilicate minerals that are 

uncharacteristically large for nanoparticles: typically 500 nm to 1.2 µm in length and 40 

to 200 nm in diameter. Nanotubes coated with release-delaying polymer have been 

investigated as a novel platform for drug delivery, and have shown the ability to sustain 

tetracycline HCl release for up to six weeks in vivo (89-91). Dynamic light scattering of 

halloystie nanotubes has reported an average size of 796±7 nm and a net-negative charge 

of -35.0±0.5 mV (unpublished data). As such, the combination of relatively large, 

charged surface features on the inner lumen of the MRE microtubes may have enhancing 

effects on cell capture due to increased surface area as well as more subtle effects due to 

changes in the fluid dynamics at the surface and charge. 

 

1.6 Leukocyte adhesion to nanostructured surfaces 

Numerous biomedical devices involve the handling of blood or blood 

components. The ability to remain inert to these components is often a requirement to 

avoid fouling and retain functionality. Leukocytes are a major contributor to fouling 

because they will actively bind to a biomaterial and then firmly adhere, spread on the 

surface, and can promote inflammation. Progress has been made to avoid this biofouling 

by altering the roughness or charge of the surfaces of biomaterials. Cell response to 

nanostructured surfaces varies widely, depending on cell type, surface composition, 
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surface feature dimensions, orientation, and organization. The modes of action are 

unclear (92, 93). Studies into the behavior of macrophages on microstructured surfaces 

have shown both increased spreading (94) and decreased spreading (95). A review of 

studies into the interaction of immune cells and nanostructured surfaces has concluded 

that materials with altered nanotopographies can generally be less inflammatory than 

planar surfaces (96). Clearly, the results are conflicting, depending on cell type, surface 

composition, surface feature orientation, dimension, and orientation. This makes the 

design of biomaterials to obtain predictable cellular behavior difficult. Computational 

models of leukocyte adhesion have been built in an attempt to understand this process. 

These models are based on the roughness of both the cell surface and the biomaterial 

surface, as well as ligand localization and prevalence on the cell surface (97, 98). When 

ligands are localized to their correct areas on the cell surface, such as L-selectin and 

selectin glycoprotein ligands to the ridges of membranous folds and microvilli tips, and 

β2-integrins to the valleys of folds, the forces involved in leukocyte adhesion and 

membrane deformation can begin to be modeled and understood. 

 

1.7 Specific Aims 

Specific Aim 1: Investigation of the impact of halloysite nanotubes on the capture of 

flowing cells 

The King lab has previously developed a microtube device that can be 

functionalized with target cell-specific proteins for cell isolation. A notable feature of the 

device is the incorporation of selectin proteins that have distinct adhesion behaviors that 

allow for transient capture of fast flowing cells. Techniques for creating a reproducible 
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coating of halloysite nanotubes will be evaluated. Enhancements in cell capture will be 

investigated using a non-adherent leukemic cell line as a model for flowing cells. Capture 

improvements will be evaluated both in terms of the strength with which cells adhere to 

the surface, as well as the number of cells that adhere under flow. Mechanisms of capture 

enhancement will be investigated to determine the role of protein adsorption, surface 

area, and microfluidic considerations. 

 

Specific Aim 2: Capture of circulating tumor cells from blood using a halloysite 

nanotube-enhanced selectin-functionalized device 

The halloysite nanotube coating will be applied to a microtube device designed 

for the capture of circulating tumor cells (CTC) from the blood of patients diagnosed with 

metastatic disease. The device will be validated with model samples of cell line cells 

spiked into normal blood. Several patient samples will be processed and captured cells 

will be analyzed for CTC count and purity. Matched patient samples will be processed by 

the gold-standard technology, CellSearch, for comparison. 

 

Specific Aim 3: Investigation of the adhesion of leukocytes on halloysite nanotube 

coatings 

Leukocyte adhesion is modulated by surface features such as roughness. 

Leukocyte adhesion and subsequent spreading is considered a form of biofouling in 

microfluidic cell isolation devices because it leads to reduced target cell capture. The 

nanotube coating will be utilized to tune the surface of selectin-functionalized surfaces, 

creating a range of surface roughnesses. Leukocyte adhesion will be evaluated in terms of 
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adhesive area as well as the number of adherent cells. The nanotube coatings will be 

evaluated for roughness and charge by various criteria.  
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Figure 1.1. Schematic describing the utility of the three major classes of technologies for 

capture and/or manipulation of circulating tumor cells. 
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Figure 1.2. CTC capture from blood in a selectin-functionalized microtube. A. Various 

numbers of KG1a acute myeloid leukemia cells were spiked into blood.  Samples were 

perfused through MRE tubes coated with either 50 µg/mL anti-CD34 alone or coated 

with both 50 µg/mL anti-CD34 and 0.5 µg/mL P-selectin.  Approximately 50% of KG1a 

cells spiked into blood samples were recovered on the bimolecular-coated MRE tube. B. 

Representative low-intensity bright field micrograph of cells captured in a bimolecular-

coated MRE tube.  C. Fluorescent KG1a cell captured in bimolecular-coated MRE tube.  

84 fluorescently-labeled KG1a cells were spiked into 4 mL blood.  Scale bars are 20 µm. 
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(Data is adapted and micrographs are reproduced with permission from Ref. 67. 

Copyright 2009 Elsevier Ltd) 
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Figure 1.3. Silica (SiO2) nanoparticle (10-15 nm) coatings augment cell capture in a 

selectin-functionalized device. A. Schematic of nanoparticle coating shows the impact on 

P-selectin adsorption. B. Silica nanoparticles were coated onto the device surface using 

two different adhesives and P-selectin adsorption was significantly enhanced using both 

methods. Adsorption quantification was determined using fluorescent antibodies against 

P-selectin. C. The number of cells captured was greater using the silica nanoparticle 

coating over the physiological range of shear stresses compared to the smooth surface. 

(Figures are reproduced with permission from Ref. 68. Copyright 2010 American 

Chemical Society) 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of the implantable shunt device for inducing apoptosis in CTC in 

vivo using E-selectin for capture and TRAIL to deliver the death signal. B. HL60 

leukemic cells are eliminated by approximately 30% following perfusion through the 

devices coated with both E-selectin and TRAIL. C. Viability of normal mononuclear cells 

is not effected by the TRAIL-coating, confirming the specificity of TRAIL for malignant 

cells. D. Image showing the size of a compact shunt device for implantation. (Figures A-

C are reproduced from Ref. 78 and figure D is reproduced from Ref. 67 with permission. 

Ref. 78 is Copyright 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.) 
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Figure 1.5. Efficient delivery of siRNA using P-selectin targeted liposomes coated in an 

implantable shunt device. A. Liposomes are encapsulated with siRNA and covalently 

coated with P-selectin and polyethylene glycol (PEG). B. Scanning electron microscopy 

shows the size and shape of the encapsulated liposomes. The average diameter was found 

to be approximately 150 nm. C. Red fluorescent RNA encapsulated within the liposomes 
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was efficiently delivered to HL60 cells perfused through the liposome-coated shunt 

device. D. Significant ELA2 gene knockdown is shown using real-time quantitative-PCR 

to indicate the effectiveness of this siRNA delivery technique. (Figures are reproduced 

with permission from Ref. 83. Copyright 2009 Macmillan Publishers Ltd) 
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Table 1.1. Characteristics of several devices for therapeutic utilization of CTC (continued 

on following page) 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
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Abbreviations: AAV, attenuated adenovirus; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CK, 

cytokeratin; CNT, carbon nanotube; CTC, circulating tumor cell; EGFR, epidermal 

growth factor receptor; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; ELISPOT, 

enzyme-linked ImmunoSpot; EpCAM, epithelial cell adhesion molecule; ESL-1, E-

selectin ligand-1; FAST, fiber-optic array scanning technology; FDA, Food and Drug 

Administration; GEDI, geometrically enhanced differential immunocapture; GFP, green 

fluorescent protein; HEA, human epithelial antigen; HER-2, human epithelial growth 

factor receptor-2; h-MAM, human mammaglobin; hTERT, human telomerase reverse 

transcriptase; HTMSU, high-throughput microsampling unit; IGF1R, insulin-like growth 

factor 1 receptor; LNCaP, an androgen-sensitive human prostate adenocarcinoma cell 

line; mRNA, messenger RNA; MUC-1, mucin-1; NP, nanoparticle; PCR, polymerase 

chain reaction; PSGL-1, P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1; PSMA, prostate-specific 

membrane antigen; qRT-PCR, quantitative RT-PCR; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction; SELEX, systematic evolution of ligands for exponential 

enrichment; siRNA, small interfering RNA; SWCNT, single-walled carbon nanotube; 

TRAIL, tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand. 
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Use of Naturally occurring halloysite nanotubes for enhanced capture of flowing cells. 
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2.0 Abstract 

The development of individualized treatments for cancer can be facilitated by more 

efficient methods for separating cancer cells from patient blood in such a way that they 

remain viable for live cell assays.  It has previously been shown by the King group that 

immobilized P-selectin protein can be used on the inner surface of a microscale flow 

system to induce leukemic cells and leukocytes to roll at different velocities and relative 

fluxes, thereby creating a means for rapid cell fractionation without inflicting cellular 

damage.  In this study I explore a method to more efficiently capture leukemic and 

epithelial cancer cells from flow by altering the nanoscale topography of the inner surface 

of P selectin-coated microtubes.  This functionalized topography is achieved by attaching 

naturally occurring halloysite nanotubes to the microtube surface via a monolayer of poly 

L-lysine, followed by functionalization with recombinant human selectin protein.  I have 

found that halloysite nanotube coatings promote increased capture of leukemic cells and 

have determined the key parameters for controlling cell capture under flow: halloysite 

content and selectin density.  Ultimately, selectin-functionalized nanotube coatings 

should provide a means for enhanced cancer cell isolation from whole blood and other 

mixtures of cells. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The ability to capture rare circulating tumor cells from the blood of cancer 

patients provides a significant advance in cancer study, diagnosis, and treatment on a 

patient-to-patient basis (99).  The King Lab has previously displayed the ability to 

selectively target and isolate live circulating tumor cells (CTC) from flow using a novel 

microfluidic device using immobilized selectin molecules (100), and the focus of the 

present study is to use a nanoparticle coating to enhance the efficiency and selectivity of 

this approach. 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, with 

approximately 90% of these deaths being caused by the formation of metastases by 

invasive transformed cells (101).  Experimental models have shown that up to one 

million cancer cells per gram of tumor can be released into systemic circulation every day 

(102).  Metastasis is a highly inefficient process, however, due to the low survival rate of 

epithelial cells in circulation (103), and the concentration of CTC in blood has been 

reported to be as little as 1 to 84 per 7.5 mL (104) compared to the normal concentration 

of WBC of 3.5-12.5 x 106 per mL (105).  The detection and capture of CTC is further 

complicated by the fact that the much more prevalent leukocytes are similar in size. 

Several methods are currently in use for the identification of CTC in blood (99, 

106).  Most methods involve Ficoll density centrifugation to separate CTC and 

leukocytes from erythrocytes, platelets, and plasma, and subsequent separation of CTC 

based on epithelial cell markers.  One method, now called CellSearch, separates CTC 

from leukocytes by immunoprecipitation; magnetic beads coated with antibodies specific 
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to epithelial cellular adhesion molecule (EpCAM) bind to CTC which express EpCAM 

(104).  Another approach commonly used for CTC detection is to lyse the CTC and 

leukocytes separated by Ficoll centrifugation, and perform reverse transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) on the isolated mRNA to amplify mRNA for 

epithelial markers.  A significant drawback to these techniques is evident due to the lack 

of epithelial markers on 30% of CTC (107).  A further drawback to these techniques is 

that CTC are destroyed in the process of detecting them, precluding further 

characterization.  The ability to rapidly screen large volumes of blood for rare CTC and 

specifically capture the CTC while maintaining cell viability, would not only provide 

individualized disease prognosis, but also provide a means for simultaneous in vitro 

analyses of multiple treatment schemes to efficiently determine the most effective 

treatment for each patient. 

The novel device that has previously been developed by our group has 

successfully been used to capture both viable hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells 

from bone marrow (108-110) and viable CTC from blood (111).  The device is 

characterized by the immobilization of selectin molecules onto the inner surface of 

polyurethane microtubes (300 µm ID) and is designed to mimic a post-capillary venule in 

which the endothelial cells are stimulated by an inflammatory stimulus.  In the 

inflammatory cascade, stimulated epithelial cells express selectin proteins on their 

luminal surface and flowing leukocytes are able to transiently bind to several selectins, 

producing a slow rolling interaction.  When appropriately stimulated, rolling leukocytes 

then firmly adhere to the vessel surface through integrin bonds and eventually cross 

through the endothelium into the inflamed tissue (112).  It has been shown that CTC 
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follow similar steps in the early stages of metastasis (113-117), therefore, the device 

mimics a natural process occurring in the post-capillary venules.  CTC have exhibited 

stronger rolling adhesion on selectins then healthy blood cells, thus providing a 

straightforward and rapid method for CTC enrichment. 

Halloysite nanotubes are naturally occurring alluminosilicate minerals that are 

characteristically large for nanoparticles: typically 500 nm to 1.2 µm in length and 40 to 

200 nm in diameter.  Halloysite nanotubes have been investigated as a novel platform for 

drug delivery, and have shown the ability to sustain tetracycline HCl release for up to six 

weeks in vivo (118-120). In this study, I functionalize the inner surface of microtubes 

with halloysite nanotubes to investigate the impact on cell capture as quantified by the 

rolling velocity and the number of adherent cells.  I hypothesize that halloysite will not 

only increase the surface area of the inner surface of microtubes, but will also affect cell 

behavior because of the physical dimensions of the particles, resulting in enhanced CTC 

capture and purity. 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Reagents and Antibodies 

RPMI 1640 cell culture media, fetal bovine serum, penicillin-streptomycin, 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), and 1x trypsin 

were purchased from Invitrogen (Grand Island, NY).  Recombinant P-selectin-IgG 

chimera, and recombinant E-selectin-IgG chimer were obtained from R&D Systems 

(Minneapolis, MN).  Halloysite nanotubes in water (6.6% by weight) was provided by 

NaturalNano (Rochester, NY).  Trypan blue stain (0.4%) was obtained from Lonza 
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(Wilkersville, MD).  Poly-L-lysine (0.1% w/v in water) was obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).  Blotting grade blocker non-fat dry milk was obtained from Bio-

Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA).  Mouse anti-human CD62P (P-selectin) monoclonal 

IgG was obtained from eBioscience (San Diego, CA).  Alexa Fluor 546 donkey anti-

mouse IgG (H+L) antibody was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). 

 

2.2.2 Cell Lines and Cell Culture 

Acute myeloid leukemic KG1a cell line (ATCC number CCL-264.1) and colon 

cancer Colo205 cell line (ATCC number CCL-222) were obtained from ATCC 

(Manassas, VA).  These cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 media supplemented with 

2 mM L-glutamine, 25 mM HEPES, 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, and 100 U/mL 

penicillin-streptomycin (complete media) at 37°C and 5% CO2 under humidified 

conditions. 

 

2.2.3 Preparation of Cells for Rolling Experiments 

Colo205 cells, an adherent cell line, were trypsinized for 5 min and then allowed 

to incubate for up to 5 h before use to ensure normal surface receptor expression.  Both 

KG1a and Colo205 cells were washed twice with 1x PBS at 1,100 rpm in an Allegra X-

22 refrigerated centrifuge at 4°C and resuspended in the flow buffer at a concentration of 

106 cells/mL.  The flow buffer was composed of PBS containing Mg2+ and saturated with 

Ca2+.  At least 90% viability of cells was confirmed by trypan blue stain. 
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2.2.4 Preparation of Halloysite Nanotube Solution 

Stock halloysite solution was treated to break up and remove large aggregates.  

Stock solution was vigorously mixed and subjected to a sonic dismembrator obtained 

from Fischer Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).  The resulting solution was then filtered through 

a 0.45 µm pore size PVDF membrane syringe filter (Pall Life Sciences, Port Washington, 

NY). 

 

2.2.5 Preparation of Surfaces 

Recombinant human P- or E-selectin-IgG chimeric protein was dissolved in PBS 

to 20 µg/mL.  The surface was first washed with 75% ethanol and then distilled water.  

Control surfaces were incubated for 2 h with P- or E-selectin-IgG diluted to 

concentrations of 2.5 – 10 µg/mL, then incubated with 5% milk protein in PBS for 1 h.  

Finally, the immobilized selectin molecules were activated by incubation with calcium-

containing flow buffer for 10 min.  Nanotube-coated surfaces were incubated with 2:8 

poly-L lysine solution (0.02% w/v) for 5 min and then treated nanotube solution was 

incubated for 3 min.  The nanotube-coated surfaces were then coated with P- or E-

selectin-IgG and milk protein in the same manner as the control surfaces.  All incubations 

were carried out at room temperature. 

 

2.2.6 Rolling Experiments 

Micro-Renathane microtubing (300 µm ID) was obtained from Braintree 

Scientific (Braintree, MA), cut to a length of 50 cm, and secured to the stage of the 

Olympus IX81 motorized inverted research microscope (Olympus America, Melville, 
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NY) after surface functionalization as described above.  A CCD camera (Hitachi, Tokyo, 

Japan) and DVD recorder (Sony Electronics) were used to record experiments for offline 

analysis.  Flow of cell suspension containing cells at a concentration of 106 cells/mL in 

flow buffer through the microtubes was controlled by a syringe pump (KDS 230, IITC 

Life Science, Woodland Hills, CA).  Cells were loaded in the microtubes at a shear stress 

of 2.5 dyne/cm2 for 5 min prior to performing flow experiments.  Shear stress values of 

2.5 to 4.5 dyne/cm2 were then initiated and flow was allowed to establish for 1 min prior 

to data collection. 

 

2.2.7 Viability Assays 

Viability assays were performed on KG1a and Colo205 cells in triplicate in which 

treated cells were incubated for 72 hours in media containing 10% treated halloysite 

nanotube solution.  Viability counts were performed at the beginning and end of the 72 

hour period on a hemacytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA) using trypan blue 

stain.  Cells were initially diluted to a concentration of 2.5 x 105 cells/mL 

 

2.2.8 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Flat samples of halloysite nanotube-coated surfaces were prepared for atomic 

force microscopy by coating glass cover slips following the same method used to coat the 

microtubes.  Surfaces were prepared using nanotube solutions before and after being 

treated by the methods described above.  New tubes were sectioned into planar substrates 

for imaging of the inner surface.  Samples were then imaged using a Veeco DI-3000 

AFM.  10 µm x 10 µm images were recorded at five random locations on each sample 
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and surface topography as well as phase shift data were recorded and analyzed off line 

using Image SXM 189 software for Mac OS.  Three images each of the flat nanotube-

coated samples and untreated tube samples were analyzed in Image SXM to inspect the 

surface height profiles.  This was done across the entire image at 20 random positions per 

image. 

 

2.2.9 Antibody Blocking Experiments 

Nanotube-coated and control surfaces were prepared as described above.  P-

selectin-IgG was diluted to 2.5 µg/mL in PBS- and incubated inside the microtube for 2 h 

at room temperature (RT).  The microtube was then blocked with 5% milk protein 

solution in PBS- for 1 h at RT.  The P-selectin in the microtube was activated by 

incubation with PBS+ saturated with Ca2+ for 15 min.  Mouse anti-human CD62P (P-

selectin) AK-4 monoclonal antibody was diluted to 100 µg/mL in PBS+ and incubated 

inside the microtube for 2 h at RT.  Cell suspension containing KG1a cells at a 

concentration of 106 cells/mL in flow buffer was then perfused through the microtube at 

low shear (2.5 dyne/cm2) and cellular behavior under flow was observed by video 

microscopy. 

 

2.2.10 Ca2+ Chelation Experiments 

Nanotube-coated and control surfaces were prepared in the same manner as those 

prepared for rolling experiments, with an incubating concentration of P-selectin-IgG 

protein of 2.5 µg/mL in PBS- (2 h) and blocked with 5% milk protein (1 h).  After 

activation of P-selectin with PBS+ saturated with Ca2+, KG1a cell suspension at a 
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concentration of 106 cells/mL was perfused through the tubes at a shear stress of 2.5 

dyne/cm2 for 5 minutes.  Flow was then stopped and the syringes in the syringe pump 

used to withdraw the cell suspension from the cell source through the tubes was replaced 

with syringes containing 5 mM EDTA (VWR Inc., West Chester, PA) in PBS-.  The 

syringe pump was switched from withdraw to infuse and a tube volume was pumped 

slowly through each tube.  The EDTA solution was allowed to sit in the tubes for 10 

minutes and then another tube volume of EDTA solution was pumped slowly through the 

tubes to clear unbound cells.  The tubes were then scanned using video microscopy for 

the presence of adherent cells. 

 

2.2.11 P-selectin Surface Density Measurements 

Eight tubes were cut to a length of 20 cm.  Four tubes were coated with halloysite 

nanotubes, and four were left uncoated as control tubes.  Three nanotube-coated tubes 

and three control tubes were coated with varying concentrations of P-selectin-IgG in 

PBS- for two hours and then blocked for one hour with 5% milk protein.  The remaining 

nanotube-coated tube and control tube were incubated with PBS- for 2 h and then 

blocked with 5% milk protein for 1 h.  All tubes were then incubated with PBS+ 

saturated with Ca2+ to activate the adsorbed P-selectin and then with 100 µg/mL mouse 

anti-human CD62P (P-selectin) IgG in PBS+ for 2 h.  The tubes were then washed 

thoroughly with PBS+ and then a solution of 200 µg/mL donkey anti-mouse IgG in PBS+ 

was incubated in all of the tubes for 2 h protected from light.  The tubes were then 

washed thoroughly with PBS+.  One tube at a time was placed on the microscope stage to 

avoid unequal photobleaching, and prior to being placed on the microscope, either end of 
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the tube was sealed using surgical clamps.  Fluorescence micrographs were taken using a 

4x objective so that a large area of background could be observed along with a large area 

of tube.  Fifteen micrographs were collected at random locations along the length of each 

tube per tube.  The exposure time for each image was set to 300 ms. Micrographs were 

analyzed off-line in ImageJ, with the regions of interest outlined and histograms of the 

brightness intensity within the regions of interest quantified.  Mean intensity was 

determined from the histograms along with standard deviation.  Individual micrographs 

were analyzed by subtracting the intensity of the regions outside the tube.  Relative 

fluorescence intensity values were then corrected by the mean brightness values observed 

in the tubes that were not coated with P-selectin. 

 

2.2.12 Pressure Drop Experiments 

A 50 cm tube was coated with halloysite nanotubes as described above and 

compared with 50 cm uncoated control tubes.  A 75 mL reservoir was connected to a tube 

and initially suspended using a ring stand so that the tube outlet reached the bench top.  

The vertical distance between the tube outlet at the bench top and the 75 mL mark in the 

reservoir was initially set at 84 cm.  The reservoir was then filled to the 75 mL mark with 

water and this water level was manually maintained throughout the experiment.  The tube 

outlet was placed in a dry weigh boat as a stop watch was simultaneously started and 

flow effluent was collected for 5 min, after which the tube outlet was immediately 

removed from the weight boat and the weigh boat was weighed to determine the volume 

of water that flowed through the tube.  This was repeated three times for each tube at 

each of four heights: 84, 74, 64, and 49 cm. 
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2.2.13 Microsphere Perfusion Experiments 

Nanotube-coated and control tubes were prepared as described above, coated with 

2.5 µg/mL for two hours, and blocked for one hour.  Fluorescent microspheres with mean 

diameter of 1.9 µm and an emission wavelength of 520 nm (Bangs Inc., Fishers, IN) were 

suspended in flow buffer at a concentration of 5 x 105 microspheres/mL and perfused 

through the tubes at various flow rates.  For each flow rate, a location along either tube 

was chosen at random and the surface was brought into focus on the using a 20x 

objective with a 1.6x magnification changer engaged.  Epifluorescence mode was then 

used to take 100 time lapse micrographs for times ranging from 10 to 75 ms, with 500 ms 

intervals between each micrograph, using a TRITC filter set.  This was repeated so that 

100 micrographs were recorded at three random locations along the length of each tube 

for each of the four flow rates examined: 0.03, 0.06, 0.095, and 0.13 mL/min.  

Microsphere velocity was determined by measuring the length of the in-focus streaks 

made by translating microspheres that were close to the tube surface.  Measurements 

were taken using ImageJ and the scale was determined using a slide micrometer 

(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

2.2.14 Data Analysis 

Rolling velocity was calculated by measuring the distance a rolling cell traveled 

over a 30 second interval.  Rolling cells were defined as cells travelling in the direction of 

flow at an average velocity less than 50% of the hydrodynamic free stream velocity.  

Videos of rolling cells were taken at three random locations along the microtube.  The 
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quantity of cells adherent to the surface was determined by recording micrographs at 30 

random locations along the microtube. All errors are reported as standard error of the 

mean, and statistical significance was determined by unpaired t test using GraphPad 

Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). 

 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Halloysite nanotube coating reduces cancer cell rolling velocity 

Cell suspensions containing KG1a cells in flow buffer were perfused through 

capillary tubes at a range of flow rates imparting known shear stresses on the inner 

surface of the tubes.  Tubes coated with halloysite nanotubes coated with P-selectin were 

compared to tubes coated with P-selectin alone, for a P-selectin incubating solution 

concentration of 2.5 µg/mL.  The average rolling velocity of KG1a cells in the nanotube-

coated tubes was significantly reduced, when compared to control tubes, across the range 

of shear stresses (Figure 2.1a). 

 

2.3.2 Reduction of rolling velocity caused by nanotube coating attenuates with increased 

P-selectin surface density 

The average rolling velocity of KG1a cells on the nanotube-coated surfaces was 

compared to that on control surfaces for a range of P-selectin surface densities. It was 

determined that the average velocity of rolling cells on the nanotube-coated surfaces was 

consistently lower than on the control surfaces, however the degree to which the average 

rolling velocity is reduced decreases as the surface density of P-selectin is increased.  
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This was seen at both lower and higher shear stress (Figures 2.1b and 2.1c, respectively).  

It was also determined that increasing the surface density of P-selectin significantly 

affected rolling velocity on the control surface, but had little effect on rolling velocity on 

the halloysite-coated surface at both lower and higher shear stress. 

 

2.3.3 Halloysite nanotube coating increases the number of captured cells 

The number of cells both rolling and statically adhered to the tube surface is a 

useful indication of the effectiveness of the surface at capturing target cell populations.  

The number of cells adhered to the inner surface of the tubes was analyzed as a function 

of shear stress as well as P-selectin surface density.  A significant increase in the number 

of cells captured on the nanotube-coated surface was discovered (Figure 2.2a and b) for 

all P-selectin surface densities at both lower and higher shear stress (Figures 2.2c and 

2.2d, respectively).  Interestingly, the effect of the nanotube coating was found to be 

insensitive to the surface density of P-selectin. 

 

2.3.4 Epithelial CTC exhibit similar behaviors on nanotube-coated surfaces 

Colo205 colon carcinoma cells were perfused through tubes coated with 

halloysite nanotubes and E-selectin as well as tubes coated with E-selectin alone, and 

their behavior was compared over a range of shear stresses. Colo205 cells were used as a 

model of epithelial cancer CTC.  For these experiments, the concentration of the E-

selectin incubating solution was held constant at 2.5 µg/mL.  The reduction in both the 

average rolling velocity as well as the increase in the number of adherent cells due to the 
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halloysite nanotube coating for Colo205 cells was found to be similar to those of KG1a 

cells (Figures 2.3a and b, respectively).   

 

2.3.5 Halloysite nanotubes do not affect cell viability 

Cells were cultured with and without halloysite nanotubes dispersed in their 

media, and cell viability was measured after 72 hours of incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2, 

at humidified conditions.  Treated cells were those cultured in 10% nanotube solution and 

90% media, while untreated cells were cultured in 10% distilled water and 90% media.  

As shown in Figure 2.4, after 72 hour incubation neither KG1a nor Colo205 cells were 

affected by the presence of nanotubes in the media. 

 

2.3.6 AFM shows nanotubes extend above surface 

Atomic force microscopy images taken of nanotubes coated on a thin layer of 

poly-L lysine show that nanotubes are oriented in such a way that they extend above the 

surface a distance of hundreds of nanometers up to a micrometer.  AFM images were 

taken of untreated nanotubes (Figure 2.5b) as well as treated nanotubes (Figure 2.5c), and 

it was found that the treatment procedure was effective at breaking up and removing large 

aggregates, however the height to which the nanotubes extended above the surface was 

largely preserved. 

 

2.3.7 Immunofluorescence labeling shows increased P-selectin adsorption on nanotube 

coating 
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Fluorescence microscopy of tagged antibodies specific to P-selectin shows that 

the surface density of P-selectin adsorbed onto the nanotube-coated surfaces is 

significantly greater than on control tubes (Figure 2.6a).  The relative difference in P-

selectin surface density due to the nanotube coating attenuates as the concentration of the 

incubating P-selectin solution is increased.  Representative micrographs are shown in 

Figures 2.6b and 2.6c.  The fluorescence intensity value from each image was calculated 

relative to background brightness and mean fluorescence values for the tubes were 

subsequently corrected by the small amount of fluorescence seen due to tube 

autofluorescence or nonspecific antibody binding. 

 

2.3.8 Specificity of selectin-mediated cell capture 

 In one set of experiments, tubes were prepared in an identical manner to the other 

rolling experiments and then incubated with a blocking anti-P-selectin antibody.  A 

negligible number of cells were adherent in both the control or nanotube-coated tube 

(Figure 2.7).  In another set of experiments, nanotube-coated and control tubes were 

prepared for rolling experiments and cells were allowed to adhere and roll.  EDTA was 

then introduced to chelate all divalent ions in solution, thereby inactivating the P-selectin 

protein.  After the tubes were gently washed to remove all unbound cells, no cells were 

observed to remain adhered in the tubes (Figure 2.8). 

 

2.3.9 Halloysite nanotube coating does not alter the macroscale fluid dynamics 

50 cm tubes in the presence or absence of a nanotube-coating were subjected to a 

constant hydrostatic pressure drop.  At four different reservoir heights, the flow rate 
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through each tube was determined by weighing the fluid collected at the tube outlet over 

a 5 min period.  The flow rates in the nanotube-coated and control tubes were calculated 

and the mean flow rates were found to differ by only 0.18% at a reservoir position of 84 

cm, 0.71% at 74 cm, 0.77% at 64 cm, and 2.1% at 49 cm.  Theoretical flow rates were 

calculated using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, and the experimental values were shown 

to agree very well with theory (Figure 2.9a). 

 

2.3.10 Halloysite nanotube coating alters surface separation distance of flowing particles 

Fluorescent microspheres were perfused through nanotube-coated and control 

tubes at varying flow rates in order to obtain a local measurement of fluid velocity and 

wall shear rate.  Time lapse fluorescence microscopy enabled calculation of individual 

microsphere velocities.  Mean microsphere velocity was found to be significantly higher 

in the nanotube-coated tube than in the control tube, and the rate of increase of 

microsphere velocity seen with the increasing perfusion rate was found to be greater in 

the nanotube-coated tube (Figure 2.9b).   

Several AFM images of nanotube-coated surfaces and untreated tube surfaces 

were analyzed to characterize their nanoscale topography (Figure 2.9c). The maximum 

surface feature height was evaluated in 20 random slices of the AFM images, and the 

mean maximum surface feature in the control tube was found to be ~30 nm, while the 

mean maximum feature height on the nanotube-coated surface was found to be ~505 nm.  

Since microspheres cannot flow any closer to the tube surface than the tallest roughness 

elements on the surface (121), the mean maximum feature height can be employed as 

limiting surface-to-surface separation parameters. The theoretical velocity of a 
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microsphere translating at a specified separation distance from a plane wall can be 

calculated based on the Stokes’ flow solution for a sphere near a wall in shear flow 

      (2.1) 

where U is the microsphere velocity, h is the distance between the center of the 

microsphere and the wall, S is the shear rate, δ is the distance between the microsphere 

surface and the wall (the separation distance), and a is the microsphere radius (122) 

(Figure 2.9b).  Prediction of the microsphere velocity based on the measured surface 

roughness agreed well with experimental observations with no adjustable parameters.  

This suggests that the microspheres translating over the nanotube-coated surface are 

translating in the same velocity field as those flowing over the control surface, however 

they are on a different streamline as forced by the larger roughness elements. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

In this study, I demonstrate that halloysite nanotube coatings can significantly 

enhance selectin-mediated cell adhesion to a microtube surface under flow, and that the 

cellular adhesion is mediated specifically by selectin binding (supplementary figures 1 

and 2).  Results were consistent with previous findings, specifically that rolling velocity 

was found to increase and the number of cells captured was found to decrease with 

increased shear stress.  This is consistent with our intuitive understanding of cell adhesion 

via selectin molecules because increased shear stress imparts more force acting against 

the bonds between selectin molecules and its cell surface ligand as a cell rolls along a 

surface (123). Interestingly, rolling velocity profiles were found to have a close 

correlation to the nanotube coating concentration, shifting to faster velocities as the 
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nanotube coating was increasingly diluted (data not shown).  Additionally, a steep decline 

in cell capture was observed for P-selectin concentrations below 2.5 µg/mL (Figure 2.10). 

It was found that at low surface densities of selectin protein, there was a large 

difference in the rolling velocity between nanotube-coated and control surfaces, and this 

difference in rolling velocity decreased as the selectin surface density increased (figures 

1B and 1C).  This phenomenon could be explained by a saturation effect on the nanotube 

coating.  When the relatively large sized halloysite nanotubes adhere to a surface the total 

area of the surface is necessarily increased, providing more area onto which selectin 

molecules can absorb.  Thus for a given incubation concentration of selectin, there would 

be a greater macroscopic surface density of selectin protein on the nanotube-coated 

surface.  An increased surface density of selectin protein would then result in a decreased 

rolling velocity due to a greater average number of bonds per cell, and more bonds that 

must break for the cell to continue rolling.  This effect has been seen previously with 

smaller silica nanoparticles, having an average diameter of 15 nm (124). 

Immunofluorescent measurements support the hypothesis that P-selectin density 

is significantly higher on the nanoparticle-coated surfaces, and that this difference is 

attenuated at the highest P-selectin incubation concentrations (figure 6A).  It is important 

to note that the P-selectin antibody used is specific to the carbohydrate-recognition 

domain (CRD) of P-selectin, the domain of P-selectin which binds to cells (125).  

Therefore the assay detects only those P-selectin molecules that are available for binding 

in the proper orientation (126). 

The number of adherent cells on the surfaces was additionally investigated to 

characterize the impact of the nanotube coating.  Significant enhancement in capture was 
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observed for all conditions.  However, as the selectin surface density on the surfaces was 

increased, the effect of the nanotube coating was not found to attenuate as it did with 

rolling velocity.  Consequently, the straightforward explanation of increased surface area 

caused by the nanotubes does not fully explain this trend because there is no saturation of 

the number of cells captured on the surfaces. 

A likely explanation for the observed phenomena takes into account the reported 

dimensions of the nanotubes: nanotubes are situated such that they stick up off of the 

surface, presenting selectin molecules farther out into the flow profile (figure 5A).   Due 

to hydrodynamic lubrication forces, the cell sedimentation time scale increases as 1/δ 

(where δ is the surface-to-surface separation distance) as it approaches the wall (121).  

Thus, a conceptual explanation is that selectin molecules are presented into this 

lubrication region close to the surface, and flowing cells that would otherwise require 

more sedimentation time to contact the surface are captured earlier and brought to the 

surface and proceed to roll.  Therefore, as the selectin incubation concentration is 

increased, more selectin molecules are presented into the flow field and cells are captured 

at a higher rate.  This phenomenon would not be produced by adding more selectin to a 

flat surface, thus the effect of halloysite on the number of cells captured does not 

diminish. 

Atomic force microscopy was performed to investigate the orientation of 

nanotubes on the surfaces and it was found that nanotubes indeed extend above the 

surface several hundred nm (Figure 2.5b).  It was also found that the treatment procedure 

developed for the stock halloysite solution that was required to produce homologous 

solutions for all experiments did not significantly change the topography of the nanotube 
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coating, as those nanotubes were raised to a similar height above the surface with a 

comparable surface density of peaks (Figure 2.5c). 

The effect that the nanotube coating has on the fluid dynamics within the 

microtubes was examined in two separate experiments designed to probe both the 

macroscopic and microscopic flow behavior.  In one experiment, the flow rate was 

measured while pressure drop across the tube length was set to a constant value by 

maintaining the fluid level in a reservoir.  The reservoir then moved to different heights 

to create different constant pressure drops.  Negligible difference in the bulk flow rate 

was observed in the nanotube-coated and control tubes.  A range of Reynolds numbers 

from 2 to 15 was studied, which extends beyond the range of flow rates used in the 

adhesion experiments.  This is well within the laminar regime, and thus the friction factor 

is expected to be independent of surface roughness (127).  It follows, then, that the 

Hagan-Poiseuille equation can be used to estimate the fluid flow rate in either tube, and 

comparison with experimental results confirms this (Figure 2.9a).  The Hagan-Poiseuille 

equation for laminar flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid through a tube relates the 

pressure drop and volumetric flow rate as 

        (2.2) 

where ΔP is pressure drop, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, L is the tube length, Q 

is the volumetric flow rate, and r is the tube radius.  Since ΔP, µ, and L are controlled in 

the experiment and Q was found to be identical between tubes, it may be concluded that 

the tubes have an equal hydraulic radius. 

The microscale fluid dynamics was examined in nanotube-coated tubes and 

compared to those in control tubes.  Time-lapse video microscopy of fluorescent 
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microspheres initially suggested that the fluid dynamics close to the tube surface is 

different, due to the observation that microspheres travel faster in nanotube-coated tubes 

than in control tubes.  However, since it was previously determined that the bulk fluid 

flow corresponds to the same tube diameter with or without the nanotube coating, another 

explanation for this observation is that the microspheres in the nanotube-coated tube are 

translating on a streamline that is farther away from the tube surface. 

A negatively buoyant particle flowing along a surface can only approach as close 

to the surface as the largest roughness features on the surface (121).  This is evident when 

the sedimentation velocity of a microsphere close to a surface is considered.  The 

sedimentation velocity can be calculated using Brenner’s correction for Stokes’ Law 

(128) as implemented by Smart and Leighton (129) 

        (2.3) 

where US is the sphere sedimentation rate and λ is the correction term 

 (2.4) 

     (2.5) 

By performing a force balance on the microsphere, balancing the corrected drag force and 

the net buoyancy force , the sedimentation velocity is predicted to be 5x10-5 

nm/s at δ = 505 nm and 3x10-6 nm/s at δ = 30 nm.  Considering that the microspheres are 

translating on the order of 102-103 µm/s, and encountering roughness features on the 

order of one every 10 µm, the microspheres are expected to translate at a constant 

distance from the surface, with the distance defined by the tallest roughness features.  The 

height of nanotubes sticking into the flow is sufficient to explain the separation distance 
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of microspheres flowing over them, providing further evidence that the fluid flow field in 

the tube is unaltered by the presence of the nanotube coating, whereas the particle/cell 

convection will be altered (Figure 2.9c).  Therefore the shear rate in the tube, and the 

shear stress at the tube surface as predicted by Poiseuille Law, for a given flow rate is 

equivalent to smooth surfaces.  Since the tube radius is about 150-fold larger than that of 

a microsphere, and about 150-fold larger than the characteristic δ, the error in assuming a 

planar geometry is negligible (130). 

Previous studies have demonstrated that nanoparticles can be cytotoxic to cells 

(131-135).  This, however, was not found to be the case with halloysite nanoparticles 

(Figure 2.4).  This finding, coupled with the equally enhanced capture of leukemic and 

epithelial CTC, indicates that halloysite nanotube coatings provide an effective and 

practical method for enhancing cancer cell capture, and ultimately promises to advance 

the feasibility of individualized cancer treatment. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

 In this study, I demonstrate a novel method for enhancing the capture of viable 

CTC in a selectin-functionalized microtube by altering the surface topography with 

immobilized halloysite nanotubes.  The effect of the nanotubes on cell adhesion was 

demonstrated by significant changes in the average cell rolling velocity and the number 

of CTC captured, and was explained by a conceptual model in which the nanotubes are 

oriented to extend above the surface and into the flow.  This model was subsequently 

supported by atomic force microscopy and immunofluorescence quantification of P-

selectin density, showing a straightforward engineering approach to an intrinsic physical 
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obstacle.  The nanotube coating was analyzed in the device and found to have negligible 

effect on the macroscopic fluid dynamics, but alters the equilibrium streamline of 

convecting particles or cells.  The device proposed in this study, characterized by a 

halloysite nanotube coating, provides a potential for successful capture of CTC from 

individual patients in a clinical setting, improving cancer detection and therapy. 
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Figure 2.1.  (A) Average rolling velocity of KG1a cells is reduced on halloysite 

nanotube-coated surface across the physiological range of shear stress.  P-selectin was 

incubated at a concentration of 2.5 µg/mL. Average rolling velocity of KG1a cells as a 

function of the P-selectin incubation concentration at lower (B) or higher (C) shear stress. 

Errors are SEM (N=3), ∗∗∗ P < 0.001, ∗∗ P < 0.01, ∗ P < 0.05. 
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Figure 2.2.  The number of cells captured is noticeably enhanced as seen in representative 

micrographs of cells rolling on control (A) and nanotube-coated (B) surfaces.  Number of 

KG1a cells captured per area of surface as a function of the selectin incubation 

concentration at lower (C) or higher (D) shear stress. Errors are SEM (N=3), ∗∗∗ P < 

0.001. 
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Figure 2.3.  Halloysite nanotube coating on the inner surface of microtubes enhances 

Colo205 epithelial cancer cell capture as quantified by rolling velocity (A) and the 

number of cells captured per area of tube surface (B).  Errors are SEM (N=3), ∗∗∗ P < 

0.001. 
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Figure 2.4.  Incubation with nanotubes dispersed in media had no effect on the viability 

of KG1a or Colo205 cells over a 72-hour period.  “Treated” bars represent the average 

viability of cells incubated in 10% halloysite nanotube and 90% media, while “untreated” 

bars represent cells incubated in 10% distilled water and 90% media. Errors are SEM 

(N=3), ∗∗∗ P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.5.  (A) Schematic of the hypothesized nanoscale surface topography in which 

individual nanotubes stick up off of the surface and facilitate early cell capture as cells 

sediment to the surface.  Representative atomic force microscopy images of halloysite 

nanotubes immobilized on surfaces after (B) and before (C) treatment to break up and 

remove large aggregates.  This treatment procedure was required to produce more 

reproducible cell adhesion behavior. 
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Figure 2.6.  (A) Comparison of the immunofluorescence of nanotube-coated and control 

surfaces for a range of P-selectin incubating solution concentrations.  Representative 

micrographs of a halloysite-coated tube (B) and control tube (C) both incubated with 10 

µg/mL P-selectin solution. Errors are SEM, ∗∗∗ P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.7. The number of cells captured in tubes with and without halloysite nanotube 

coating were compared to the number of cells captured in tubes that had been pre-

incubated with an P-selectin blocking antibody.  2.5 µg/mL P-selectin was incubated in 

each tube and data was collected at a shear stress of 2.5 dyne/cm2. Errors are SEM, ∗∗∗ P 

< 0.001. 
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Figure 2.8.  The number of cells captured in tubes with and without nanotube coating was 

assessed before and after chelation of Ca2+ by 5 mM EDTA.  Ca2+ is required to activate 

P-selectin.  All tubes were coated with 2.5 µg/mL P-selectin and data was collected at a 

shear stress of 2.5 dyne/cm2. Errors are SEM, ∗∗∗ P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.9.  (A) The pressure drop across 50cm nanotube-coated and control tubes was 

held at a constant value and the resulting flow rate through either type of tube was 

calculated.  The pressure drop was varied by changing the height of the fluid reservoir 

relative to the tube outlet, and the results were compared to theory with no adjustable 

parameters. (B) Fluorescent microspheres were perfused through tubes and the velocity 

of microspheres near the tube surface was determined as a function of flow rate.  

Maximum surface roughness heights were determined from AFM data, and the mean 

maxima were found to be 505 nm on the nanotube coating and 30 nm on the blank 

control surface.  Theoretical microsphere velocities were calculated by equation 1 for 

surface-to-surface separation distances (δ) of 505 nm and 30 nm, and found to agree with 

experimental observations with no adjustable parameters. (C) Representative surface 
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features from AFM images.  The nanotube coating profiles are shifted up 100 nm for ease 

of viewing.  Errors are SEM, ∗∗∗ P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.10.  KG1a cells captured on low P-selectin concentrations at a shear stress of 2.5 

dyne/cm2 show that there is a steep decrease in cellular adhesion below the P-selectin 

concentration of 2.5 µg/mL.  Errors are SEM. 
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CHAPTER 3 – MICROTUBE DEVICE FOR SELECTIN-MEDIATED CAPTURE OF 

VIABLE CIRCULATING TUMOR CELLS FROM BLOOD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This section is adapted from the following publication: AD Hughes, J Mattison, LT 
Western, JD Powderly, BT Greene, and MR King, Microtube device for selectin-
mediated capture of viable circulating tumor cells from blood, Clinical Chemistry 2012, 
58(5):846-53. 
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3.0 Abstract 

3.0.1 Background 

Circulating tumor cells (CTC) can be used clinically to treat cancer. As a diagnostic tool 

the CTC count can be used to follow disease progression and as a treatment tool CTC can 

be used to rapidly develop personalized therapeutic strategies. To be effectively used, 

however, CTC must be isolated at high purity without inflicting cellular damage. 

 

3.0.2 Methods 

A microscale flow device was designed with a functionalized surface of E-selectin and 

antibody molecules against epithelial markers. The device was additionally enhanced 

using a halloysite nanotube coating. Model samples were created in which a known 

number of labeled CTC were suspended in healthy whole blood to determine device 

capture efficiency. Primary CTC were then isolated from buffy coat samples of patients 

diagnosed with metastatic cancer and cultured. 

 

3.0.3 Results 

Approximately 50% of CTC were captured from model samples. Samples from 12 

metastatic cancer patients and 8 healthy participants were processed in nanotube-coated 

or smooth devices to isolate CTC. 20-704 viable CTC per 3.75 mL sample were isolated, 
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achieving purities of 18-80% CTC. The nanotube-coated surface achieved significantly 

higher capture purities (p = 0.0004). Experiments suggested that this increase in purity 

was due to suppression of leukocyte spreading. 

 

3.0.4 Conclusions 

The device successfully isolates viable CTC from both blood and buffy coat samples. The 

approximately 50% capture rate with purities >50% using the nanotube coating 

demonstrates the functionality of this device in a clinical setting and opens the door for 

personalized cancer therapies. 

 

Keywords 

Circulating tumor cell, E-selectin, halloysite nanotubes, cell isolation, shear stress. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Cancer patient morbidity is highly congruent with metastatic dissemination of 

cancer cells. Many studies have led to the conclusion that the prevalence of circulating 

tumor cells (CTC) in peripheral blood correlates with disease severity (136-139). It 

follows, therefore, that the ability to capture CTC in peripheral blood would potentiate 

cancer study, diagnosis, and treatment on a patient-to-patient basis (140). The prevalence 

of CTC in blood is decidedly low, ranging from a few to several hundred CTC per 7.5 

mL blood (138). Detection of rare CTC is complicated by the fact that similarly sized 

leukocytes are much more prevalent, ranging from 3.5 to 12.5 x 106 per mL (141). 

Most current methods for CTC detection begin with Ficoll density centrifugation 

to separate leukocytes and CTC from the remainder of whole blood, and use of antibodies 

or PCR to identify CTC. CellSearch®, the only FDA-cleared system for CTC 

enumeration (139), separates CTC from leukocytes using magnetic beads coated with 

anti-epithelial cellular adhesion molecule (EpCAM) antibodies (138). In a separate 

approach, CTC and leukocytes separated by Ficoll centrifugation are lysed and RT-PCR 

is performed to detect mutated mRNA or epithelial markers. A result of both methods is 

that the CTC are destroyed. The ability to keep CTC viable would provide not only 

individualized disease prognosis, but also a means for rapid in vitro analyses of the 

efficacy of different therapies on a patient-to-patient basis. 

Devices to capture viable CTC have been developed in recent years, generally 

involving microfluidic chips with CTC-specific antibodies coated onto the inner lumen.  

The first generation was the “CTC-chip”, which is a chip containing anti-EpCAM coated 

microposts (142). An improvement on the CTC-chip device is the “GEDI chip” wherein 
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the microposts are arranged in such a way as to maximize CTC-post collisions and 

minimize leukocyte-post collisions based cell size (143). The slow nature of EpCAM 

binding requires low flow rates for CTC capture, posing a challenge for feasible clinical 

use. 

The microscale flow device previously developed by our group has been used to 

capture hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells as well as cultured tumor cells from flow 

without causing any cellular damage to the captured cells (Figure 3.1) (144-146).  The 

device consists of a 300 µm I.D. microtube coated with selectins. In vivo, selectin 

binding is highly specific with rapid dynamics, allowing fast-flowing leukocytes to bind 

and roll on the endothelium. If appropriately stimulated while rolling, leukocytes will 

bind firmly to the endothelium via integrins and subsequently extravasate (147). CTC 

may utilize the same process to metastasize to new tissues (148-154). CTC exhibit stable 

rolling adhesion to a selectin-coated surface, providing a rapid method for CTC 

enrichment (155). CTC can be more specifically targeted using a bimolecular surface 

consisting of both selectin molecules to induce slow rolling and CTC-specific antibodies. 

Recent work has examined naturally-occurring halloysite nanotubes, 

nanoparticles composed of an aluminosilicate mineral having a typical diameter of 

~300nm, variable length that can be >1µm, and negative surface charge at neutral pH 

(156). Enhanced capture of cultured cancer cells in buffer is accomplished with the 

nanotube coating because of the ability of the rough surface to overcome innate physical 

limitations to the capture of cells in microfluidic devices (157). In this study I validated 

the utility of this device by first isolating cancer cells spiked into whole blood. I then 

demonstrated the potential for use in a clinical setting by isolating CTC in 14 blood 
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samples from 12 patients diagnosed with metastatic breast, prostate, lung, or ovarian 

cancer. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

 

3.2.1 Reagents and Antibodies 

RPMI 1640 cell culture media, fetal bovine serum albumin, penicillin-

streptomycin, 1X phosphate buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS), goat anti-mouse IgG 

Alexafluor 488, and DAPI were purchased from Invitrogen. Recombinant human E-

selectin (rhE-selectin-IgG) and P-selectin (rhE-selectin-IgG) fused to IgG were obtained 

from R&D Systems. Mouse anti-human PSMA monoclonal IgG was purchased from 

Abcam. Halloysite nanotubes in water (6.6% wt.) was provided by NaturalNano. Protein-

G was purchased from EMD Biosciences. Blotting grade blocker non-fat dry milk was 

obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories. 

 

3.2.2 Cell Capture from Spiked Blood 

An independent calibration was developed by our laboratory to estimate the total 

number of cells in the microtube using the following technique: Cells in flow buffer were 

drawn into a 300µm i.d. Micro-Renathane microtube (Braintree Scientific) blocked with 

5% milk protein and allowed to settle for 10 min. Twenty images were recorded at 

random locations along the length of the microtube, and the average number of cells per 

micrograph area was computed. All cells within the microtube were then eluted and the 

total number of cells was determined in triplicate using a hemacytometer. A calibration 
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factor to correlate the number of cells in a micrograph to the total number of cells in the 

microtube was thus calculated from the experimental data. The supplementation of 

fluorescent KG1a leukemic cells into whole blood and their subsequent capture on the 

selectin-functionalized microtube, determined previously (20), was used to estimate 

cancer cell capture efficiency. 

 

3.2.3 Acquisition and Preparation of Primary Cells 

After obtaining informed consent peripheral whole blood (7.5 mL) was collected 

by venipuncture at BioCytics Inc. (Huntersville, NC) from Stage IV cancer patients seen 

at Carolina BioOncology Institute, PLLC. Blood samples were from six breast cancer 

patients (designated Bre-1 through -6), three prostate cancer patients (designated Pro-1 

through -3), two lung cancer patients (designated Lun-1 and -2), and one ovarian cancer 

patient (designated Ova-1). Two samples were collected from patient Pro-2, 

approximately 2 months apart (designated Pro-2(1) and (2)). In some cases, whole blood 

was collected in BD Vacutainer EDTA tubes (BD BioSciences) and these tubes were 

immediately shipped overnight at ambient temperature to Cornell for processing. For 

buffy coat isolated and frozen at BioCytics, whole blood was collected in BD Vacutainer 

CPT tubes (BD BioSciences). CPT tubes were centrifuged at room temperature for 20 

min at 1500 x g. Plasma was discarded and isolated buffy coat was rinsed once with 1X 

PBS. After rinsing, buffy coat was frozen in freezing media (70% RPMI, 20% FBS, 10% 

DMSO) and transferred to liquid nitrogen until shipment. Frozen buffy coat was shipped 

to Cornell overnight on dry ice.  Frozen samples were rapidly thawed to 37°C and treated 

with 20 µg/mL DNAse I. Cells were washed twice with RPMI media and then 
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resuspended in media and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 under humidified conditions 

for 3 h. 

 

3.2.4 Primary CTC Capture 

Buffy coat samples were washed twice with PBS by centrifugation at 120 x g for 

10 min to remove the culture media, and resuspended in PBS saturated with Ca2+. 

MicroRenathane (MRE) microtubes were coated with one microtube volume (35.3 µL) of 

10 µg/mL Protein G for 1.5 h, followed by one microtube volume of a solution 

containing 5 µg/mL E-selectin-IgG and 50 µg/mL antibodies (anti-PSMA for prostate 

cancer patient samples, anti-EpCAM for all other cancer types) in PBS. Heparin (1000 

Units/mL) was then incubated for 1 h to block nonspecific adhesion. Introduction of the 

halloysite nanotube coating has been described previously (22). 

 Each primary cell suspension was perfused through the microtube system at a 

shear stress of 4 dyn/cm2. Tubes were then washed with a few tube volumes of PBS 

saturated with Ca2+ at 1 dyn/cm2 to remove unbound and loosely bound cells. Accutase 

was gently perfused into the microtube and allowed to incubate for 10 min to detach 

adherent cells. Media was perfused through the microtube and the cells were collected 

into one well of a tissue culture treated 96 well plate (Becton Dickinson). Media was 

changed on days 1 and 3 and the cells analyzed on day 5. 

 Cells were fixed by incubation with 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min. 

After gentle washing twice with PBS, cells were incubated with 10 µg/mL anti-EpCAM 

for breast, lung, and ovarian cancer samples, and 10 µg/mL anti-PSMA for prostate 

cancer samples for 30 min on ice, then washed with PBS. Goat anti-mouse IgG 
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conjugated to an Alexafluor 488 dye was subsequently incubated for 30 min on ice. 

DAPI nucleus stain was simultaneously incubated with the secondary antibody to stain 

the nucleus.  Cells were then washed twice with PBS and analyzed for fluorescence by 

video microscopy.  CTC in culture were defined as being positive for an epithelial marker 

(EpCAM or PSMA), positive for DAPI, and between 10 and 25 µm in diameter. 

 

3.2.5 Processing of healthy blood samples 

 After informed consent peripheral whole blood (7.5 mL) was drawn from 8 

healthy volunteers and processed in a similar manner as that of samples from patients 

diagnosed with metastatic cancer. Briefly, the buffy coat was isolated by Ficoll density 

gradient and left at room temperature for 24 h. Each buffy coat sample was then halved 

and perfused through a smooth tube and a nanotube coated tube, identically coated with 

single microtube volumes of 5 µg/mL E-selectin and 50 µg/mL epithelial antibody (anti-

EpCAM or anti-PSMA). The buffy coat sample from Norm-6 was processed through a 

smooth tube coated with anti-PSMA antibody. Samples from participants Norm-1 

through -5 were perfused through EpCAM-coated tubes while samples from participants 

Norm-7 and -8 were processed in both EpCAM- and PSMA-coated tubes. Captured cells 

were then harvested from each tube and placed in an incubator. The number of viable 

cells was assessed on day 5. 

 

3.2.6 CTC enumeration using CellSearch®  

At the same time blood was collected for shipping to Cornell, an additional tube 

of blood was collected in a CellSave tube.  CellSave tubes were processed within 96 
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hours at BioCytics, Inc. using the CellSearch® Autoprep system and the CellSearch® 

CTC IVD kit according to standard operating procedures developed by the manufacturer 

(Veridex).  

 

3.2.7 Analysis of leukocyte spreading 

 Planar nanotube-coated surfaces were prepared in a manner identical to that used 

for coating microtubes. E-selectin at a concentration of 7.5 µg/mL was incubated on 

nanotube-coated and smooth surfaces for 2 h followed by blocking with 5% milk protein 

for 1. Whole blood was drawn from three healthy volunteers after informed consent and 

the buffy coat isolated using density gradient centrifugation with 1-Step Polymorphs 

(Accurate Chemical & Scientific). 105 cells were allowed to settle and contact each 

surface for 10 min. Surfaces were washed off from the surfaces and remaining cells were 

immediately fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Cell membranes were stained with 

octadecyl rhodamine B (Invitrogen) or CellMask Deep Red (Invitrogen) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Cell nuclei were then stained with DAPI (Vectashield 

Mounting Media, Vector Laboratories) and the interface between the surface and an 

adherent cell was imaged with a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope. The area of a cell that 

was in contact with the surface was measured using MetaMorph software (Universal 

Imaging). Statistical significance was determined using a paired nondirectional t-test. 

  

3.2.8 Data Analysis 

 50-150 micrographs of each well were recorded at random locations, and total cell 

counts were recorded along with CTC counts as described above. Cell counts were 
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normalized by the total well area and the uncertainty in total cell count estimate was 

represented by the standard error of the mean. Statistical significance was determined by 

unpaired nondirectional t-test using GraphPad Prism. Purity values were calculated as the 

fraction of cells that were CTC-positive (EpCAM- or PSMA-positive and DAPI-positive) 

compared to the total number of cells that were DAPI-positive. Errors are reported as 

standard error of the mean (SEM), and statistical significance determined by unpaired 

nondirectional t-test using Prism, unless specified otherwise. P-values were compared to 

a significance level of a = 0.05. Data sets with sufficiently small numbers of positive 

observations were evaluated by bootstrap sampling with replacement to create 10 sets of 

data from the experimental data. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Isolation of hematopoietic cancer cells from model blood samples 

Known numbers of KG1a cells were supplemented into 1:1 diluted whole blood. 

Blood samples were perfused through microtubes at a flow rate of 4.8 mL/h. The mean 

number of KG1a cells observed as a function of surface area was converted to the total 

number of KG1a cells in each microtube based on independent calibration. Tubes coated 

with P-selectin in addition to anti-CD34 antibody performed significantly better than 

those coated with anti-CD34 alone. Recovery of approximately 50% was accomplished 

for the range of spiked samples (Figure 3.2). 
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3.3.2 Capture of primary CTC on smooth surfaces 

 Isolated buffy coat samples from cancer patients were perfused through 

functionalized microtubes. Captured cells were removed from the microtubes and 

cultured for 5 days.  Viable CTC enumeration in culture was accomplished by counting 

cells that were DAPI-positive in addition to EpCAM- or PSMA-positive. 20 to 703 (mean 

172 ± 47) viable CTC were captured, with a mean purity of 0.372 ± 0.030 (Figure 3.3). 

Reproducibility of the device was evaluated by dividing sample Bre-3 into two identical 

samples and processing in separate devices, and a high degree of congruency was 

observed (Figure 3.4). 

 

3.3.3 Capture of primary CTC on halloysite nanotube-coated surfaces 

 Microtube devices were coated with halloysite nanotubes and then functionalized 

in the identical manner to the experiments described in the previous section. Samples 

from six patients were halved into two identical samples for parallel processing through 

nanotube-coated and smooth surfaces. Significant enhancements in the purity of 

processed samples were achieved for each trial (Figure 3.5). Despite variability between 

patient samples, the purities of the cell populations captured on the nanotube coating 

were consistently greater. Specifically, the mean purity of captured primary CTC samples 

was 0.660 ± 0.039 on the nanotube surface and 0.372 ± 0.030 on the smooth surface, 

demonstrating a significant benefit provided by the nanotube coating (Figure 3.6). A 

representative micrograph of captured CTC after 5 days in culture is included (Figure 

3.7). 
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3.3.4 Capture of cells from healthy blood 

 Peripheral blood from healthy participants was processed in a manner identical to 

that of the metastatic cancer samples. Of the samples collected from 8 different healthy 

participants, two contained cells that were identified as CTC based on positive EpCAM 

staining on day 5. Norm-4 returned 11.6 (median 9.68, range 19.4) positive cells using 

both the smooth device and the nanotube-coated device, Norm-6 contained 7.75 (median 

5.81, range 15.5) positive cells, and Norm-7 contained 3.87 (median 3.87, range 11.6) 

positive cells when processed through a nanotube-coated tube coated with EpCAM 

(Figure 3.8). The number of positive cells samples was significantly less than the number 

of positive cells recovered in any of the metastatic cancer samples for all samples except 

for Bre-5 processed through a smooth tube. The mean number of positive cells recovered 

in the healthy blood samples was 1.9 using the smooth tube and 1.7 using the nanotube-

coated tube. 

 

3.3.5 CellSearch® CTC Enumeration 

The CellSearch® test was employed on identical samples as 12 of the 13 samples 

processed in the selectin-functionalized device. CTC counts ranged from 0 to 218 per 7.5 

mL (median 1, range 218). Less than 2 CTC per sample were found in 8 out of the 12 

samples. For appropriate comparison to the selectin-functionalized samples, in which half 

of the 7.5 mL sample was processed through the smooth device and the other half 

through the nanotube-coated tube, the CTC counts reported by CellSearch® were 

appropriately normalized (Figure 3.8). 
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3.3.6 Analysis of leukocyte spreading on smooth and nanotube-coated surfaces 

 The area of cell membrane in contact with a smooth or nanotube-coated surface 

functionalized with E-selectin was measured using confocal microscopy. A significantly 

larger contact area was formed on the smooth surface compare to nanotube-coated (216 ± 

60 µm2 and 110 ± 40 µm2, respectively, N=3, pooled mean ± SD) (Figure 3.9). The 

perimeter of the contact area was also compared on either surface and a significant 

difference found as well (77.0 ± 21.8 µm smooth versus 43.5 ± 10.1 µm, pooled mean ± 

SD).  

 

3.4 Discussion 

 In this study, I demonstrated a straightforward microscale flow device that was 

able to isolate cancer cells from blood with high specificity and purity at clinically 

relevant concentrations in blood (Figure 3.2), and primary CTC from patients diagnosed 

with metastatic breast, prostate, lung, and ovarian cancers (Figures 3.3 and 3.5).  CTC 

capture was facilitated by E-selectin and CTC-specific antibodies and high purities were 

accomplished with a halloysite nanotube coating.  A notable feature of the device is that 

it mimics the natural process by which CTC could adhere to the endothelium, thus the 

separation process may tend to select for those CTC that are more able to metastasize 

(152, 158, 159), and does not inflict cellular damage (160). 

 We recently reported methods for enhancing cell capture in which the nanoscale 

topography of a capture surface was altered using immobilized nanoparticles (157, 161).  

The halloysite nanoparticle coating was found to increase the surface area onto which 

molecules could adsorb, as well as present molecules into the hydrodynamic lubrication 
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layer that slows the sedimentation of cells to the device surface (157).  Here, I show that 

the incorporation of the nanotube coating consistently captures primary CTC at high 

purities (Figure 3.6). 

Cell response to nanostructured surfaces varies widely, depending on cell type, 

surface composition, surface feature dimensions, orientation, and organization. The 

modes of action are unclear (162, 163). Studies into the behavior of macrophages on 

microstructured surfaces have shown both increased spreading (164) and decreased 

spreading (165). A review of studies into the interaction of immune cells and 

nanostructured surfaces has concluded that materials with altered nanotopographies can 

generally be less inflammatory than planar surfaces (166). In the present study I showed 

that there was a significant reduction in leukocyte spreading on E-selectin coated 

halloysite nanotube surfaces (Figure 3.9). This behavior was also observed under flow 

conditions (data not shown). The presence of spread and activated leukocytes on the 

smooth surface exhibiting diameter approximately twice that of resting leukocytes on the 

nanotube-coated surface is indicative of greatly increased adhesion strength, and is a 

likely explanation for the increased capture purities obtained with nanotube-coated 

surfaces. 

 Cancer cells were successfully captured from two different types of samples, 

diluted blood (Figure 3.2) and buffy coat (Figures 3.3 and 3.5) to demonstrate the use of 

the device in clinical settings where the handling of patient samples varies.  An advantage 

of using samples in which CTC are dispersed in blood is that the samples require only 

one step: a 1:1 dilution with buffered saline.  This reduces potential target cell damage or 

loss due to minimal sample processing (167).  In addition, the nature of blood flow in 
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microvessels promotes margination, which assists CTC capture. A drawback of using 

whole blood samples is that a sample typically must be analyzed within 24 hours of being 

drawn from the patient. Alternatively, buffy coat samples can be frozen, allowing 

samples to be shipped long distances and stored for extended periods of time. However, 

cell damage or loss in this process is possible. 

 Selectin binding is characterized by fast associations, which allows cells to be 

recruited from fast-moving blood flow to the endothelium (168). An important 

consequence of this behavior is that selectin-functionalized devices have the ability to 

process cells at high flow rates, a necessary feature for use in a clinical setting. As such, I 

report approximately 50% capture efficiency at a flow of 4.8 mL/h. Previously developed 

systems that rely entirely on antibody binding to capture CTC achieve similar capture 

efficiencies and purities, but require a flow rate of 1 mL/h. Subsequent advances to the 

CTC-chip geometry have resulted in greatly enhanced capture efficiency at low flow rate 

(~1 mL/h), and approximately 40% efficiency at flow rates near 4 mL/h (169). Several 

other microfluidic devices of varying geometry and orientation have been developed 

(143, 170, 171), however, because of their use of antibodies alone all require reduced 

flow rates to attain maximal capture purity levels. 

The selectin-functionalized device has various parameters that impact capture 

efficiency and purity including protein density, flow rate, device length, and surface 

roughness. Previous work studied the effects of these parameters on cell capture (144, 

145, 157, 172). Based on these studies it is clear that high concentrations of selectin 

molecules, ~ 20 µg/mL, result in increased leukocyte recruitment. It has also been 

observed that shear rate can affect cell capture rate, however shear stress does not have 
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much effect on adherent cells within the physiological range. As such, I chose a flow rate 

that allows all cells to settle to the surface before exiting the tube.  

 Of the eight healthy donor samples processed, three had positively stained cells 

(11.6, 7.75, and 3.87). Two out of these three samples were processed through tubes 

coated with anti-EpCAM while only one captured a small number of cells using anti-

PSMA. These results represent the limit of specificity of the antigens targeted by the 

device. It is interesting to note that the combination of the nanotube coating with E-

selectin and anti-PSMA antibodies resulted in zero positively stained cells detected in 

normal blood (N=3). 

  The only FDA-cleared method for quantification of CTC in patient blood, 

CellSearch®, was employed on identical samples as those processed in the selectin-

functionalized device for comparison against this gold standard. There was substantial 

discord between CellSearch® and the selectin-functionalized device: 5 out of 12 samples 

processed by CellSearch® were negative for CTC, while these 5 patients were positive 

for CTC using the selectin-functionalized device. All together, 11 out of 12 samples were 

positive for CTC using the smooth selectin-functionalized device and 12 out of 12 were 

positive with the nanotube coating, using the most conservative threshold. Moreover, the 

CTC yield using the selectin-functionalized device was significantly higher (Figure 3.8).  

 In summary, this study reports on a novel system for isolating viable CTC from 

patient samples. This device is a straightforward system consisting of a polyurethane 

microtube functionalized with a bimolecular surface of selectin and antibody molecules 

that allow for the reproducible selection and retention of CTC in the device without 

inflicting cellular damage. I further report on the application of a halloysite nanotube 
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coating, which leads to enhanced device performance. I believe that this novel 

bimolecular device is a promising new tool for cancer treatment in the clinical setting. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of a smooth MRE microtube functionalized for CTC capture. 
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Figure 3.2. Relationship between numbers of KG1a acute myeloid leukemia cells 

supplemented into 4 mL diluted blood and the number of cells recovered.. Error bars 

represent the SEM determined from calibration experiments. ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. 
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Figure 3.3. CTC were captured in the smooth device from blood samples from eleven 

cancer patients diagnosed with breast (Bre-1 through -6), prostate (Pro-1 and -2), lung 

(Lun-1 and -2), and ovarian (Ova-1) cancer. Blood samples drawn from eight healthy 

volunteers were processed in addition (Norm-1 through -8). Measureable numbers of 

cells that stained positively for epithelial markers were captured from each sample (top). 
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The fraction of total cells that were positive for epithelial markers shows the extent to 

which CTC were enriched in each patient sample (bottom).  
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Figure 3.4. The reproducibility of the smooth device was determined by processing two 

identical samples from patient Bre-3 through two separate devices. The approximation of 

the number of CTC captured (filled bars) is plotted on the left ordinate, and the capture 

purity is plotted on the right ordinate. A high degree of congruity was observed. 
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Figure 3.5. CTC were captured in the nanotube-coated device from several identical 

samples to those processed on the smooth device, for both cancer and healthy blood 

samples. An appreciable number of CTC-positive cells were captured from each cancer 

blood sample (top), and markedly high capture purities were achieved across cancer 

patient samples (bottom). 
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Figure 3.6. (A) The purity values of samples analyzed on both surfaces were compared 

and purity was significantly greater on the nanotube-coated surface. O’s indicate breast 

cancer patients, Δ’s indicate prostate cancer, X’s indicate lung cancer, and +’s indicate 

ovarian cancer samples.  ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 using paired nondirectional t-test. (B) 

Representative micrograph of CTC and contaminating leukocytes. Scale bar 10 µm. 
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Figure 3.7. Primary CTC captured on the smooth (top) nanotube-coated surface (bottom) 

after 5 days in culture were stained for EpCAM (green) and DAPI (blue). 
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Figure 3.8.  The number of CTC captured from the blood of all patients is compiled along 

with the results of samples collected from healthy participants. CTC counts from 

CellSearch® reported here were derived from 7.5 mL samples and renormalized for 

comparison. Participants Norm-1 through -5 were processed in tubes coated with 

EpCAM in addition to E-selectin. The � symbol indicates samples processed through 

smooth tubes only.  
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Figure 3.9. The contact area between adherent leukocytes and planar E-selectin-

functionalized surfaces was measured on smooth and nanotube-coated surfaces. (A) 

Comparison of cell area on smooth versus nanotube-coated surfaces by two-tailed paired 

t test yielded p = 0.0038. (Insert) Cell spreading was also quantified based on cell 

perimeter on either surface. Paired t test yielded p = 0.0175. Error bars represent standard 

deviation.  
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CHAPTER 4 – HALLOYSITE NANOTUBE COATINGS SUPPRESS LEUKOCYTE 

SPREADING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This section is adapted from the following manuscript, submitted for publication to 
Langmuir: AD Hughes, G Marsh, RE Waugh, DG Foster, and MR King, Halloysite 
nanotube coatings suppress leukocyte spreading, Submitted to Langmuir  
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4.0 Abstract 

The nanoscale topography of adhesive surfaces is known to be an important factor 

governing cellular behavior. Previous work has shown that surface coatings composed of 

halloysite nanotubes enhances the adhesion, and therefore capture, of rare target cells 

such as circulating tumor cells. Here, I demonstrate a unique feature of these coatings is 

its ability to reduce the adhesion of leukocytes and prevent leukocyte spreading. Surfaces 

were prepared with coatings of halloysite nanotubes and functionalized for leukocyte 

adhesion with E-selectin, and the dilution of nanotube concentration revealed a threshold 

concentration below which cell spreading became comparable smooth surfaces. 

Evaluation of surface roughness characteristics determined that the average distance 

between discrete surface features correlated with adhesion metrics, with a separation 

distance of approximately 2 µm identified as the critical threshold. Computational 

modeling of the interaction of leukocytes with halloysite nanotube coated surfaces of 

varying concentrations demonstrates that the geometry of the cell surface and adhesive 

counter-surface produce a significantly diminished effective contact area compared to a 

leukocyte interacting with a smooth surface. 

 

Keywords:  

Nanotopography, leukocyte, cell spreading, cell adhesion, E-selectin, nanotube 
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4.1 Introduction 

The micro- and nanoscale topography of a biomaterial or tissue affect cell 

behavior independent of the chemistry of that surface (173, 174). This has been known 

for more than two decades, however no consensus for how a cell is likely to behave on 

surfaces of different roughness has been reached. This is because cell behavior has been 

found to be highly variable depending on cell type, material type, surface feature 

dimensions and arrangement, etc. (175-177). Nevertheless, the topographical nature of a 

surface has been shown to alter cell adhesion (178-182), motility (183), proliferation 

(184), activation (185), and differentiation (186). Micro- and nanostructured surfaces can 

additionally control the direction of movement of fibroblasts, epithelial cells, and 

macrophages as well as the degree of adhesion of different cell types, including 

leukocytes (187). 

 There are numerous stages in the adhesion of leukocytes as they home to sites of 

inflammation or infection. Selectin molecules are responsible for the first stage in 

adhesion within the bloodstream, in which cells tether and roll on the endothelial surface, 

followed by integrin activation and firm adhesion (188). What follows is a process of 

adhesion strengthening in which the cell flattens onto the surface and adhesion complexes 

are rearranged and the cytoskeleton is altered such that the cell is more firmly adhered to 

the surface and less likely to detach due to shear stress from the blood flow (189). These 

adhesion steps are followed by migration and extravasation. Adhesion strengthening is 

characterized by cell spreading, during which there is a marked increase in the contact 

area between the cell and the endothelium. The mechanical properties of the leukocyte 
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play a significant role during the adhesion strengthening stage, in that the compliance of 

the leukocyte can increase cell adhesion by greater than 10-fold in LFA-1/ICAM-1 

mediated binding (190). Indeed, spreading is described as a distinct event in cell 

adhesion, and it is suggested that the kinetics and mechanisms required for adhesion and 

spreading are substantially different (191, 192). 

 Cell spreading has been characterized as a very active process, initiated by 

dramatic surface receptor rearrangement. In particular, it has been shown that neutrophils 

spreading onto a surface coated with IL-8 redistribute adhesion receptor LFA-1 and 

chemokine receptors CXCR1 and CXCR2 from troughs in the plasma membrane to 

peripheral regions most closely apposed to the IL-8-coated surface (193). Spreading has 

been associated with one of several integrins binding to their ligands, followed by the 

generation of outside-in signaling cascades resulting in activation, migration, release of 

cytokines, and degranulation (194). Nanostructured materials are therefore of great 

interest to the field of biomaterials if they are able to modulate leukocyte adhesion and 

subsequent activation to prevent biofouling and inflammatory foreign body responses 

(195). 

 Some of the innumerable applications of biomaterials lie in the field of cancer 

diagnostics. I have previously developed a device designed to positively select rare 

circulating tumor cells (CTC) from peripheral blood samples in vitro to facilitate 

downstream prognostic and drug susceptibility studies (196, 197). The device is modeled 

on an inflamed postcapillary venule, functionalized with recombinant human E-selectin 

and antibodies against target cell receptors. E-selectin has been implicated in the 

metastatic spread of cancer cells through the circulatory system (198-200), and as such is 
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used to rapidly capture flowing CTC within the sample. However, as E-selectin is 

primarily a physiological ligand for leukocyte adhesion, contamination of healthy 

leukocytes remains a challenge to device performance and acts to reduce the purity of 

isolated CTC samples. Purity can be improved with the incorporation of a coating of 

halloysite nanotubes (HNt), which was found to increase purity from 37% to 66% (196) 

and investigation of halloysite coatings as a bioactive material. 

 HNt are naturally occurring nanoparticles composed of aluminosilicate mineral 

having an outer diameter of 50 – 200 nm, net negative charge, and variable length that 

can approach 1 µm (Figure 4.1) (201). HNt have also been used to enhance the capture of 

cultured cancer cells, and mechanistic analyses revealed that increased protein absorption 

was accomplished on the rougher surface, and furthermore that the HNt coating 

overcame the innate physical limitation of microfluidic systems by penetrating the 

hydrodynamic lubrication layer (202).  

In this study, I have carried out an investigation of the ability of HNt coatings to 

modulate the adhesivity of leukocytes, initially discovered in prior CTC capture studies. 

It is established that HNt coatings reduce leukocyte adhesion and prevent leukocyte 

spreading, and that these behaviors are associated with surface roughness, and correlate 

with one roughness parameter in particular: the average distance between features. The 

concentration of HNt is varied to control the material parameters of the surface, and with 

cell behavior as the output it is possible to identify critical parameters that drive 

leukocyte adhesion. I finally employ a dynamic computational model of leukocyte 

spreading that confirms and explains these findings. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Cells and reagents 

Peripheral whole blood was drawn from healthy volunteers after informed 

consent. Blood was collected into heparinized tubes (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). 

10X erythrocyte lysis buffer was prepared as a solution of 1.5M NH4Cl, 0.1M NaHCO3, 

0.01M disodium EDTA in distilled water. Ammonium chloride and sodium bicarbonate 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Halloysite nanotubes were 

provided as a gift from NaturalNano, Inc. (Rochester, NY). Recombinant human E-

selectin-IgG chimera was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). 

Paraformaldehyde was acquired from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA). 

DAPI was purchased from Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA). Phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS), Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), and CellMask Deep Red plasma 

membrane stain were obtained from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). Blotting 

grade blocker nonfat dry milk was purchased from Quality Biological (Gaithersburg, 

MD). Calcium carbonate, poly-L-lysine (0.1% w/v), 8-well Flexiperm gaskets, and 

human serum albumin were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. HEPES was purchased from 

ThermoFisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). 

 

4.2.2 Preparation of surfaces 

Halloysite nanotube powder was dissolved in water to a concentration of 13.2% 

w/v and sonicated (Fisher Scientific) at 50% load for 1 min. Six serial 1:2 dilutions were 

then prepared with water, resulting in concentrations of 6.6, 3.3, 1.65, 0.825, 0.413, and 

0.206%. Polystyrene microscope slides (VWR, Radnor, PA) were thoroughly cleaned 
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with detergent in a sonicator, then rinsed and cleaned with 75% ethanol. 8-well flexiperm 

gaskets were placed on the slides and 250µL 0.2% poly-L lysine was incubated in each 

well for 5 min. HNt solutions (250µL) were incubated within each well for 3 min, except 

for one that was filled with water to serve as a smooth surface. Each surface was gently 

rinsed twice with water, and then each well was filled with water and allowed to age for 

24 h. 250 µL of 7.5 µg/mL E-selectin was incubated on each surface for 2 h followed by 

a blocking incubation of 5% milk protein for 1 h. Finally, the selectin was activated by 

incubating each surface with PBS saturated with calcium carbonate. 

 

4.2.3 Preparation of leukocytes 

10X erythrocyte lysis buffer (ELB) was prepared as a solution of 1.5M NH4Cl, 

0.1M NaHCO3, 0.01M disodium EDTA in distilled water and sterilized by filtration. 

Working solutions of 1X ELB were prepared immediately prior to use using sterile 

distilled water and warmed to 37°C. Fresh whole blood was diluted 1:10 with 1X ELB 

and placed on a rocker for 5 min at 37°C. Cell suspensions were centrifuged at 1000 rpm 

for 5 min, washed once with HBSS, and resuspended in HBSS fortified with CaCO3 

(2mM), HEPES (10mM), and human serum albumin (5%). Cells were counted using a 

hemacytometer and diluted to a concentration of 800,000 cells/mL. 

 

4.2.4 Leukocyte adhesion to HNt-coated surfaces 

200,000 cells in 250µL were applied to each well and allowed to settle and adhere 

for 15 min. Surfaces were gently washed twice with fortified HBSS and remaining cells 

were subsequently fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. Cell membranes were 
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stained with CellMask Deep Red for 10 min at room temperature and washed twice with 

PBS. DAPI mounting medium was applied to the slides after carefully removing the 

flexiperm gaskets and cover slips were placed on each slide. Formyl-methionyl-leucyl-

phenylalanine (fMLP) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was added at a concentration 

of 1 nM to the fortified HBSS 15 min prior to introducing leukocytes to coated surface. 

In a separate set of experiments, unprocessed and undiluted whole blood was 

applied directly to each surface for 15 min, followed by washing, fixing, and staining as 

before. 

 

4.2.5 Analysis of cell spreading 

Slides were analyzed by confocal microscopy in the Cornell University Institute of 

Biotechnology imaging facility. Micrographs were captured at the cell-slide interface at 

ten random locations on each surface and saved for offline analysis. Contact area was 

measured using the ImageJ software. Statistical analysis was performed by combining the 

area data from each donor at each HNt concentration, and these propagated errors were 

used to determine statistical significance between HNt concentrations via symmetric 

Student’s t test in Graphpad Prism. 

 

4.2.6 Quantification of adhering cells 

Surfaces and cells were prepared as described above for analysis of contact area. 

Following fixation of cells, nuclei were stained with DAPI to aid in quantification. 

Brightfield and fluorescent micrographs were acquired at 100X magnification at ten 
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random locations on each surface. Cell count data was analyzed in the same way as that 

used for contact area data. 

 

4.2.7 Surface roughness characterization 

HNt-coated surfaces were prepared as described above, and then dried in a vacuum 

desiccator following the overnight aging step. Slides were analyzed using a Vecco DI-

3000 atomic force microscope, managed by the Cornell University Nanobiotechnology 

Center. 10x10µm areas were scanned at three or more random locations on each surface. 

Image SXM was used to determine surface roughness (Ra) and area ratio (surface area ÷ 

planar area). Distance between peaks was determined by defining a peak as a surface 

feature that was distinct from its immediate surroundings by a height of ≥50nm. Line 

traces of topography were recorded at several random cross sections of each atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) image. Statistical comparisons were made via symmetric Student’s t 

test in Graphpad Prism. 

 

4.2.8 Computational modeling of leukocyte contact area 

*This work was performed in a collaborative effort by Graham Marsh of the lab 

of Dr. Richard Waugh at the University of Rochester 

 

A detailed description of the development of the model can be found in reference 

17. Briefly, a cell surface was simulated with three microvilli of stochastic size within the 

range of 0-370nm and probability distribution determined to agree closely with 

previously published observations of microvillus heights. A random distribution of HNt 
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was populated in an area of 2x2µm and a leukocyte with three microvilli was compared 

to a smooth cell by calculating the separation distance at each point. From that contact 

region, the total area within 70nm of the surface was calculated as the contact area. 

 

4.2.9 Leukocyte adhesion within microtube flow device 

Microtube devices for cell capture were prepared as described previously (202). 

Briefly, 50 cm lengths of 300 µm i.d. Micro-renathane tubing (Braintree Scientific, 

Braintree, MA) were sterilized and coated with poly-L lysine and 6.6% HNt in a similar 

procedure as that used to coat slides, and as described previously (196). The smooth 

microtubes were coated with poly-L lysine with no HNt. Microtubes were incubated with 

7.5 µg/mL E-selectin and blocked with 5% milk. Leukocytes at a concentration of 

106/mL suspended in fortified HBSS were perfused through the microtubes at a flow rate 

that produced a wall shear stress of 2.5 dyn/cm2 for 30 min. Microtube inlets were then 

transferred to cell-free buffer to wash off very loosely adherent cells, and then phase-

contrast micrographs of 20 random locations along the length of each microtube were 

rapidly recorded with fluid flow maintained. Spread cells were identified visually by their 

spherical appearance and distinct edges. Statistical comparisons were carried out via 

symmetric Student’s t test in Graphpad Prism. 

 

4.2.10 Transmission electron microscopy of halloysite nanotubes 

 *This work was performed in a collaborative effort by Dr. David Foster at the 

University of Rochester 
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An aqueous dispersion of HNt was diluted with particle-free deionized water to a 

concentration suitable for well-dispersed particles in the electron microscope. A droplet 

of this dispersion (approximately 10 µL) was deposited on a commercial substrate (Ted 

Pella, P/N 1824) composed of an ultrathin amorphous carbon film supported by a lacey 

carbon net mounted on a 400 mesh Cu TEM grid. The substrate was soaked with acetone 

for 30 min prior to preparation to render the surface more hydrophilic. 

Transmission electron micrographs were recorded from the dried specimen using 

a FEI CM20ST TEM operated at 200 kV. The images were recorded on a Gatan Model 

894 Ultrascan CCD camera with a 2048x2048 pixel CCD. The magnification was 

calibrated using the 0.25 and 0.1 µm hole array from the  “KMAG” standard 

manufactured for Kodak at Cornell University and certified by the National Physical 

Laboratory in Great Britain. The 2048x2048 pixel images were reduced to 1024x1024 

pixel images with a bicubic interpolation. 

 

4.3. RESULTS 

4.3.1 Halloysite nanotubes 

*This work was performed in a collaborative effort by Dr. David Foster at the 

University of Rochester 

 

Electron microscope investigation of halloysite nanotubes revealed that they are 

not in large aggregates and exhibit a wide range of size (Figure 4.1). It is apparent, 

however, that the nanotubes are hollow and primarily longer on the longitudinal axis. 
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4.3.2 Halloysite nanotube coatings reduce leukocyte contact area 

The contact area between adherent leukocytes, isolated by RBC lysis, and the 

surface was measured at varying concentrations of HNt coating. Confocal microscopy 

was used to focus on the plane of contact. It was observed that at high concentrations of 

HNt, contact area remained constant at approximately 100 µm2, and when the 

concentration of HNt in the coating solution was decreased below 1% (w/v), the contact 

area increased to roughly twice the contact area on a smooth surface (Figure 4.2a). 

Variability in cell size was observed between patients, however a consistent trend in 

reduced contact area with increasing HNt concentration was observed for each donor. 

Analysis of the mean contact area of all leukocytes revealed that there was a significant 

reduction in the size of the contact region comparing 0.4% and 0.8% HNt. Serial 

micrographs captured in the Z plane demonstrate that leukocytes are flattened on the 

smooth surface (Figure 4.2b) and remain spherical on surfaces coated with higher 

concentrations of HNt (Figure 4.2c). Notably, identical adhesion of leukocytes was seen 

on smooth surfaces coated with E-selectin in the presence and absence of poly-L lysine, 

and negligible adhesion was observed when surfaces were coated with milk protein alone 

(data not shown).  

 

4.3.3 Halloysite nanotube coating reduces number of adhering leukocytes 

Surfaces prepared in an identical manner to those used to determine contact area 

were assessed for cell count following 15 min of settling time, gentle wash, and fixation. 

Nuclei were stained to facilitate counting. It was observed that the number of adherent 

cells decreased with increasing HNt surface concentration, a similar trend to that 
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observed for contact area (Figure 4.3a). The reduction in adherent cell number is quite 

dramatic, as can be directly observed in representative micrographs (Figure 4.3b and 

4.3c). It is interesting to note that the most significant reduction in cell count was seen 

between 3.3% and 1.3%, which differs from the behavior observed for contact area in 

which the greatest change was seen between 0.8% and 0.4%. 

 

4.3.4 Mean distance between surface peaks correlates with cellular behavior 

Atomic force microscopy was used to determine the submicroscopic 

characteristics of the HNt coated surfaces. Surfaces were prepared in an identical manner 

to those used for studying cell behavior. Subsequent analysis of the HNt surfaces using 

the Image SXM software revealed that there were reductions in roughness (Ra) and area 

ratio at the lowest concentration of HNt compared to higher concentrations of HNt, 

however no discernable trend continued after the lowest concentration of HNt (Table 

4.1). Numerous line traces of height were generated from AFM scans and evaluated for 

the average distance between distinct surface features to establish an alternate measure of 

surface roughness. The mean distance between peaks varied from approximately 1 to 4 

µm and marked changes were measured at HNt concentrations below 1% (Figure 4.4). A 

separation distance of approximately 2 µm was found to correlate with the change in cell 

spreading that was seen between 0.4 and 0.8% HNT. Surface zeta potential of coated 

surfaces was analyzed by dynamic light scattering using a zetasizer and it was determined 

that the HNt coating did not impact charge appreciably: -43.5±1.5 mV on the 13.3% HNt 

surface versus -38.4±3.3 mV on the uncoated surface.  
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4.3.5 Leukocyte adhesive behavior is consistent in whole blood 

To determine the behavior of leukocytes in more physiological applications, 

unprocessed heparinized whole blood was incubated on HNt-coated surfaces for 15 min. 

Following a gentle wash, adherent cells were imaged to quantify contact area as before. 

Despite inter-donor variability, it was determined that the adhesive behavior of 

leukocytes in the milieu of whole blood was very consistent with that seen for isolated 

cells in buffer as used in other experiments (Figure 4.5). Again, analysis of the mean 

contact area showed a significant increase in contact area at lower HNt concentrations, 

i.e., below 0.8%. 

 

4.3.6 Computational modeling of leukocyte contact area is predictive of adhesive 

behavior 

*This work was performed in a collaborative effort by Graham Marsh of the lab 

of Dr. Richard Waugh at the University of Rochester 

 

Previous work by Bruel et al. identified a broad range of microvillus heights on 

leukocyte surfaces (203). Based on these data, Lomakina et al. developed a model of the 

leukocyte surface and the distribution of surface receptors in topographically-distinct 

regions, specifically on microvilli and intervening valleys (193). The inclusion of an 

adhesive surface with characteristic topography into this model (Figure 4.6b) allowed for 

computational inspection of leukocyte adhesion onto model HNt-coated surfaces with 

varying surface densities of HNt (Figure 4.6). For a smooth spherical cell, the maximum 

contact area occurred on a smooth surface and the contact area fell to a very low value 
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upon incorporation of a few HNt onto the adhesive surface. It should be noted that due to 

the scale of the plot, the large surface contact of a smooth cell and smooth surface is out 

of range. As expected, as the number of HNt on the adhesive surface was increased, 

thereby increasing the surface area, the contact area of the smooth cell increased as well. 

However, this was not the case for a cell that possessed three microvilli in the contact 

region of its surface. Using the distribution of microvilli heights measured by Bruel et al. 

a precipitous decrease in contact area was observed similar to that seen with a smooth 

surface, however due to the geometry of the three microvilli this contact area remained at 

the minimum contact area and did not increase with increasing numbers of HNt on the 

adhesive surface. This trend is consistent with what was seen in spreading experiments 

(Figure 4.1a) and provide a straightforward mechanism for this behavior. 

 

4.3.7 Halloysite nanotube coatings improve performance of microtube flow device 

A 300 µm (i.d.) flow device was assembled to test the adhesion behavior of 

leukocytes with and without the HNt coating in a model biomedical device. Following 30 

min of perfusion through the microtube device at a flow rate producing 2.5 dyn/cm2 of 

wall shear stress, it was observed that significantly more leukocytes adhered to the 

smooth surface regardless of the concentration of E-selectin used (Figure 4.7b). 

Furthermore, at higher concentrations of E-selectin virtually all of the adherent cells in 

the smooth tube had spread flat onto the surface, while a negligible number of leukocytes 

spread onto the HNt surface (Figure 4.7a). This is the case even at the highest 

concentrations of E-selectin studied. This indicates that the leukocytes are more firmly 
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adhered to the smooth surface, and that a greater total area of the smooth surface is 

covered with leukocytes than on the HNt surface.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

 We demonstrate in this study that leukocytes spread on E-selectin coated 

substrates, and this behavior is largely abolished on nanostructured surfaces coated with 

halloysite nanotubes. The arrest of cell spreading occurred at a distinct concentration of 

HNt, namely between 0.4% and 0.8% HNt, and this was a robust observation in that it 

was consistent between isolated cells (Figure 4.2) and whole blood (Figure 4.5). 

Furthermore, it was observed that even in the presence of inflammatory signals such as 

fMLP leukocyte spreading was prevented (Figure 4.8). Usage of HNt was beneficial 

because it allowed for tuning of the surface roughness by simple dilution and is optically 

transparent when applied as a surface coating.  

Previous work by the King lab has characterized the HNt coating as having an 

enhancing effect on cell adhesion, resulting in increased adhesion both in terms of 

number and strength of carcinoma and leukemic cells (202). It was determined that the 

effect of the HNt coating was to increase selectin adsorption in addition to projecting 

adhesive ligands into the hydrodynamic lubrication layer to enhance capture of flowing 

cells. Here, I present a wholly distinct phenomenon for normal blood cells, in which the 

adhesion behavior of normal leukocytes is diminished, rather than enhanced, by the HNt 

coating.  

It is interesting to note that the trend in cell contact area, the measure used to 

quantify spreading, is also reflected in total cell adhesion counts (Figure 4.3), however 
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the shift in adhesion numbers occurs at a higher concentration of HNt. This is indicative 

of two simultaneous actions of the HNt coating, making it less likely that leukocytes will 

adhere and also preventing leukocyte spreading, with the threshold values for these 

activities not necessarily equivalent. 

A key feature of the HNt surface coating that appears to play an important role in 

cellular adhesive behavior is the lateral spacing of surface features on the contact plane 

(Figure 4.4) rather than more conventional roughness measures. The roughness 

measurement Ra is more of a quantification of the height of surface roughness features 

rather than the spacing of features, and it follows that Ra is a gross evaluation of a surface 

and not necessarily representative of what an individual cell will experience when 

contacting a surface. I propose that it is the number of nanotubes on the surface and the 

geometry of these tubes that prevents leukocyte spreading. Computational modeling of a 

surface coated with variable numbers of nanotubes and a cell possessing physiologically-

relevant microvilli supports this idea (Figure 4.6). Interestingly, the model also predicts 

that cells devoid of microvilli will experience increased surface contact with increasing 

HNt concentration, as was seen in previous studies (202).  

Cell spreading on E-selectin alone is an interesting phenomenon and this may be 

one of the first examinations of such behavior. Selectins are well known as receptors 

responsible for cell tethering and rolling (204). Selectins bind sialylated and fucosylated 

carbohydrates (205) and it has recently been shown that core 1-derived o-glycans are 

required on ligands for E-selectin binding (206). Numerous leukocyte-bound ligands 

have been well described, including PSGL-1, ESL-1, CD44, CD43, Mac-1 (αMβ2), LFA-1 

(αLβ2), and MUC1 (200, 207-211). Furthermore, E-selectin ligand binding is known to 
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activate leukocyte integrins, for example PSGL-1 and CD44 binding to E-selectin induce 

LFA-1 activation via tyrosine kinase Btk pathways (212, 213). Therefore it is likely that 

the effect of the HNt coating is to prevent leukocyte activation due to restricted access to 

E-selectin moieties as illustrated by the computational modeling, and the absence of 

activated integrins forgoes cell spreading. Spreading is an energy-expensive process that 

requires extensive receptor and cytoskeletal rearrangement (193), and it follows that this 

process would be restricted to productive settings such as when a leukocyte is already 

tethered or rolling on endothelium via selectin bonds. Such activity by the HNt coating 

has yet to be fully realized and should be the focus of future work. 

There is a general lack of data in the literature concerning the topography of the 

endothelial surface in vivo (214), doubtless due in part to technical challenges, so the 

relevance of this study to cellular behavior in vivo is presently impossible to determine. 

Microplicae are ridge-like folds found on the surface of epithelial cells that are 

anisotropic but exhibit similar spatial dimensions to the HNt coating (215) and their 

biological function is not well understood. Microplicae have been identified on the 

surface of capillary endothelia in fowl (216), therefore it is possible to speculate on a role 

of nanotopography in leukocyte recruitment. It is also possible to consider the effect of 

inflammation on the topography of the endothelium, when vessels dilate and blood 

pressure increases. That leukocytes extravasate primarily in post-capillary venules is well 

known, and it is possible that endothelial smoothening aids this process. This too, 

however, is speculative at this time. 

While the role of this study in the physiological setting is unclear, its utility in 

vitro is clear. I demonstrated this with the example of cell capture in a microfluidic 
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device (Figure 4.7). Microfluidic devices are very prevalent in research and increasingly 

so in the clinic, and here I propose an efficient and inexpensive way to significantly 

reduce biofouling by leukocyte adhesion. This phenomenon, in conjunction with previous 

reports by our group in which non-leukocyte cell types (such as circulating tumor cells) 

display enhanced adhesion to HNt coatings highlight the synergistic activity of HNt 

coatings. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, I demonstrate a novel nanostructured coating that modulates the 

adhesive behavior of leukocytes in such as way that cell spreading is prevented. This is 

extended into a study of leukocyte spreading as a function of surface roughness by 

diluting the concentration of halloysite nanotubes on the surface and identifies a threshold 

concentration of HNt that precludes cell spreading. Surface roughness characterization 

identified a metric of surface roughness that correlates with cell behavior, the mean 

distance between distinct surface features. Computational modeling of leukocyte contact 

with simulated HNt-coated surfaces demonstrates that the geometry of the leukocyte and 

the HNt-coated surface restricts access of the leukocyte to the surface to a very small 

effective contact area and agrees with experimental findings presented both here and in 

previous works. Finally, I demonstrate the utility of this coating in preventing leukocyte 

spreading and reducing leukocyte adhesion in a microfluidic example device. 
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Figure 4.1. Transmission electron microscopy of halloysite nanotubes. Scale bars indicate 

500 nm (left) and 50 nm (right).  
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Figure 4.2. (A) Leukocyte contact area decreases with increasing HNt surface 

concentration, as identified by cell area at the plane of the surface (A). X-axis is broken at 
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1.0%. Cells on the smooth surface appear spread and flattened (B) compared to the more 

spherical cells bound to a surface coated with 13.3% HNt (C). In panels B and C the 

image on the right is the digital reconstruction of Z-stacks acquired by confocal 

microscopy and is the view of the image on the left as seen from the bottom. ***P<0.001. 
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Figure 4.3. (A) The number of adherent leukocytes is reduced on high concentrations of 

HNt. X-axis is broken at 5.0%. Representative images demonstrate that there are more 

leukocytes bound to the smooth surface (B) than to the 13.3% HNt surface (C). Scale 

bars indicate 100 µm and cells are readily identified by DAPI staining of their nuclei 

(green). **P<0.01.  
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Figure 4.4. Analysis of the lateral spacing of surface features created by the HNt coating, 

obtained from atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the HNt coatings, reveals that there is a 
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significant reduction in spacing with increasing concentration of HNt (upper pane). All 

AFM images are 5x5µm. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
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Figure 4.5. Leukocyte contact area decreases with increasing HNt surface concentration 

when incubated on surfaces in whole blood. *P<0.05.  
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Figure 4.6. (A) Computational modeling of a leukocyte interacting with surfaces coated 

with different numbers of HNt demonstrates that leukocytes, distinct in their expression 

of microvilli (Mv) maintain a low molecular contact area with the surface (3 Mv, blue 

solid line) compared to a smooth cell (0 Mv, red dashed line) despite increasing numbers 

A 

B 
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of HNt. (B) HNt were generated based on random distributions of length, diameter, 

location, and orientation on the surface. 
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Figure 4.7. (A) Leukocyte spreading is absent within a microfluidic device at low surface 

concentrations of E-selectin and high concentrations of E-selectin in the presence of the 

HNt coating. (B) Additionally, total leukocyte adhesion is reduced on HNt coatings at all 

surface concentrations of E-selectin within the flow device. 
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Figure 4.8. 1 nM formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP) was introduced to 

leukocytes 15 min prior to allowing cells to adhere to HNt-coated surfaces. Error bars 

represent standard deviation. 
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Table 4.1. Additional surface roughness characteristics of HNt coatings. The Area Ratio 

is a ratio of surface area to planar area. 

 

 

  

% HNt Ra (nm) Area Ratio

13.2 146 1.267

6.60 119 1.321

3.30 131 1.251

1.65 166 1.264

0.825 137 1.288

0.413 101 1.265

0.206 81 1.163

0 5.3 1.00
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5.1 Conclusions from halloysite nanotube coating characterization 

 Much of this work has been conducted to demonstrate that halloysite nanotube 

coatings embody a novel technology for enhancing the capture of viable cells from flow. 

This has been accomplished by an alteration of the surface topography with immobilized 

nanotubes, as shown in Chapter 2. Specifically, enhancement in cell capture was 

established in terms of cell rolling velocity, indicative of increased adhesion strength, and 

the number of cells captured. Based on observations of these data, I developed a 

conceptual model of capture enhancement in which not only is the surface area increased, 

but individual surface features from the halloysite nanotube coating also span the 

hydrodynamic lubrication layer that exists close to the luminal surface of a tube through 

which flow is laminar. This model was underpinned by immunofluorescence 

measurements that quantified protein adsorption, atomic force microscopy analysis of the 

nanoscale surface features, and microscopic analysis of flowing tracer particles over the 

nanostructured surface. The result was the establishment of a technology that captured 

more cells with greater binding force. Cells are also captured with improved efficiency, 

in that less settling is required for surface contact, therefore decreasing the longitudinal 

distance that a flowing cells must travel through a device to interact with the biologically 

active surface. 

 A significant and remarkable additional feature of the halloysite nanotube coating 

was identified in its modulation of the adhesive behavior of leukocytes in such a way that 

cell spreading is prevented. The nanostructured roughness of the nanotube coating was 

identified as the essential factor that correlates with cell behavior, specifically the 

distance between distinct surface features. Computational modeling of leukocyte 
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adhesion to simulated halloysite nanotube coated surfaces supported experimental 

observations. This is highly useful in the capture of non-leukocyte target cells, as is very 

often the case, in that biofouling by leukocytes is a common limitation to the application 

of a wide array of biomedical devices. 
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5.2 Conclusions from circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture 

*The following is adapted from the following publication: AD Hughes, J Mattison, JD 

Powderly, BT Greene, MR King, Rapid isolation of viable circulating tumor cells from 

patient blood samples, Journal of Visualized Experiments, 2012, (64) e4248. 

 

A major motivation for enhancing the capture of flowing target cells from a 

heterogeneous cell suspension is the capture of circulating tumor cells from samples of 

peripheral blood drawn from patients diagnosed with metastatic cancer. It is often the 

case that the early steps in the discovery of new cancer therapeutics utilize cancer cell 

lines, which bear questionable resemblance to primary cancer cells yet remain in use due 

to their ease of use in the laboratory. Research into the development of new cancer 

therapies would be expedited if primary human cancer cells were utilized early in novel 

research. CTC are the most easily accessible type of cancer cell, due to their presence in 

blood and the ease of a standard blood draw. In addition, circulating tumor cells represent 

a necessary step in the process of metastasis (217, 218), so their relevance to the disease 

and utility for targeting new drugs is clear. Isolation of CTC from blood in vitro is 

complicated by their low concentrations: on the order of one per million leukocytes or 

one per billion erythrocytes (219).  The majority of current methods for detecting CTC in 

blood, including the only FDA-approved technique CellSearch® (Veridex), damage or 

destroy cells in the detection process, precluding use beyond enumeration. The method 

described above does not compromise cell viability and thus opens the door for future 

clinical research on cancer. As the recovery of intact cells is the goal of this technique, it 

is imperative that cells be handled with care, especially during blood separation steps. 
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There are a number of tunable parameters in this system that could be altered to 

achieve improved yield depending on critical characteristics such as cancer type. In the 

steps described in Chapter 3, I chose to use EpCAM as a CTC-specific antibody for all 

cancer types except when processing prostate cancer samples, wherein anti-PSMA was 

used. Further substitutions of cancer-specific antibodies can certainly be used to improve 

performance for individual patients. Furthermore, selectin and antibody concentrations 

can be altered to enhance capture (220). 

An essential feature of the device is the incorporation of E-selectin molecules 

onto the surface. E-selectin is normally expressed on the luminal surface of endothelial 

cells and function to recruit fast moving leukocytes to sites of inflammation. Flowing 

leukocytes bind transiently to selectin molecules, resulting in a slower, rolling behavior 

that facilitates slower and stronger binding of the cell to the endothelium by integrins. 

Convincing experimental evidence exists that makes the case that CTC can extravasate 

by a similar mechanism (221, 222). The inclusion of selectin also allows the device to be 

operated at greater flow rates, rates that would otherwise prevent cells from binding to 

antibodies (223). Thus our device physiologically mimics a venule to biomimetically 

capture flowing CTC without inflicting cellular injury. 

Enhanced device performance can be attributed to the addition of the halloysite 

nanotube coating to the luminal surface of the device. Previous studies have shown that 

there are three major components of the nanotube coating that allows for improved 

functionality. First, the nanotube coating provides increased surface area, allowing for 

greater protein deposition onto the surface (224). Second, in performing atomic force 

microscopy on the nanotube coating I have determined that individual nanotubes protrude 
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from the surface into the flow. This allows selectin molecules to be presented as much as 

one micron above the surface so that cells can be captured and recruited to the surface 

earlier in their trajectory through the tube (224). Finally, the halloysite nanotube coating 

is able to prevent leukocyte adhesion and spreading on the surface, allowing for a 

reduced number of leukocytes captured along with the CTC and thus greater subsequent 

CTC purities (225). 
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5.3 Personalized medicine driven by CTC characterization 

 Much current cancer research is focused on finding more effective targets for 

chemotherapeutic agents to better treat and kill tumors in the body. However, it is well 

known that cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease both inter-patient and intra-patient. 

For this reason, a growing trend in the treatment of cancer calls for personalized 

medicine, where diagnostic tests can be performed on each patient to tailor the best 

treatment cocktail available. For example, it has been shown that panitumumab can be 

effective therapy for colorectal cancer, but only in the presence of wild-type KRAS 

because KRAS mutation renders the treatment ineffective (226). Therefore colorectal 

cancer patients can be screened for KRAS mutations in order to choose a treatment 

regimen that is likely to be effective for them individually. As another example, a specific 

mutation of EGFR is sensitive to treatment with gefitnib, so individuals with non small 

cell lung cancer and this mutation are prescribed gefitnib and have a high likelihood of 

improved survival (227). 

The traditional approach to predicting drug sensitivity when using a general 

chemotherapeutic (such as taxanes) that does not target a specific biomarker (such as 

Her2 for Herceptin) is to excise a small potion of a patient’s tumor and treat the cancer 

cells in vitro. This methodology, however, has shown no statistically significant 

predictive capabilities (228). There are a number of potential reasons for this failure, 

including tumor heterogeneity (229, 230). In a typical punch biopsy only a small region 

of a tumor is tested for drug sensitivity, and while that small region may display a 

particular response to a drug this may not be indicative of the sensitivity of the overall 

tumor or the truly dangerous subsection of a tumor that may be the source of metastatic 
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cells. There is evidence that CTC reflect the breadth of tumor heterogeneity (231). CTC 

are believed to reflect in some way the breadth of tumor heterogeneity (231). Indeed, the 

case has been made that CTC are the relevant cancer cell subpopulation to target for 

therapy based on the fact that 90% of cancer deaths are due to metastasis (232). In 

addition, the circulatory system, within which cancer cells are termed CTC, is the 

primary route of metastasis (233), and thus it follows that the cells responsible for disease 

progression can be found in blood. 

 The device that was developed and evaluated in the preceding Chapters is ideally 

suited for the capture of CTC for personalized - or “precision” - medicine determination 

in that CTC can be captured in high numbers and purity without compromising the 

viability of captured cells. Furthermore, the CTC that are captured by the device are 

arguably the “most metastatic” of the CTC within the blood sample in that they are those 

most able to adhere to the device surface that is modeled after an inflamed postcapillary 

venule, and therefore the most important cells for which to determine drug sensitivity. 
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5.4 Circulating fetal cell capture from maternal peripheral blood 

Fetal cells were first identified and captured from the blood of pregnant mothers 

in 1979 by Herzenberg et al. (234). To date, the gold standard techniques for sampling of 

fetal chromosomes are amniocentesis and chorionic venus sampling (CVS); invasive 

procedures that carry risks of harm to the fetus or miscarriage. The risks associated with 

amniocentesis and CVS are relatively small: studies disagree on actual fetal loss rates but 

they generally range from 0.2 to 2% (235, 236). Regardless of the true value of fetal 

losses the risk is significant compared to the zero risk associated with sampling of 

maternal peripheral blood. Isolation of fetal cells from maternal blood is nontrivial, in 

that their prevalence is blood is thought to be one fetal cell in every 106 to 108 nucleated 

maternal blood cells (237). Initial attempts at fetal cell isolation focused on fetal 

lymphocyte isolation by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (by its inventor no less) for 

paternally-inherited surface antigens (234). Subsequent generations of this technology 

evaluated the blood of mothers believed to be carrying male fetuses by fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) for CD34 among other surface antigens followed by 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for the Y chromosome. Amazingly, male mononuclear 

cells were found in maternal blood up to 27 years postpartum (238). While this is a 

startling result, it has also shifted interest from fetal lymphocytes to other fetal cell types, 

specifically trophoblasts and erythroblasts, to reduce false positive results due to previous 

pregnancies. 

Newer technologies have allowed for improved fetal cell capture and subsequent 

analyses. Fetal DNA has been identified using PCR for the Y chromosome in maternal 

blood serum and plasma (239). Magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) has provided the 
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ability to enrich for whole fetal erythroblasts, most commonly using anti-CD71 magnetic 

nanoparticles, followed by microdissection. These techniques have successfully identified 

fetal aneuploidies such as trisomy 18 and 21 in circulating fetal cells (240, 241). The 

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Fetal Isolation Study 

(NIFTY) was created as a multi-center prospective study to assess the utility of 

circulating fetal cells for identifying fetal chromosome abnormalities. Results were to be 

compared to the gold standards amniocentesis and CVS. An early evaluation of the study 

found that MACS provided better results than FACS for fetal cell isolation, however 

different processing protocols used at different institutions caused inconsistent results and 

inferior results compared to metaphase karyotypes from amniocentesis or CVS (242).  

Reliable capture of fetal cells from maternal blood would make the current 

procedures used to do genomic analysis on the fetus obsolete. This would be highly 

beneficial because the current procedures, namely amniocentesis and chorionic villus 

sampling, are invasive to the fetus and carry inherent risk of complications including 

miscarriage. The device previously developed to capture CTC from peripheral blood, as 

described in the previous Chapters, will be the starting point for a fetal cell capture 

device. For proof of purpose study, only peripheral blood samples from mothers carrying 

male fetuses should be used, allowing us to stain for the Y-chromosome for fetal cell 

identification as cells in the maternal circulation that contain a Y-chromosome must be 

from the male fetus.  
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5.4.1 Fetal trophoblast cell line surface marker expression  

*Work contributed by Y.Geng 

To lay the groundwork for this study, two fetal trophoblast cell lines have been 

obtained and were analyzed by flow cytometry for surface marker expression. Selectin 

ligands include numerous molecules, so multiple ligands were tested for, namely sialyl 

lewis x (sLex), sialyl lewis a (sLea), and CD44. The cell line JAR was found to express 

sLex but not sLea or CD44, while the cell line HTR-8/SVneo expressed sLex and CD44, 

but not sLea (Figure 5.1). Thus both trophoblast cell line cells should be able to adhere to 

E-selectin in a similar manner as leukocytes and CTC. 

The two trophoblast cells lines were investigated for surface expression of 

EpCAM, HLA-G, and L-selectin. It was found that JAR expressed EpCAM. In addition 

JAR were partially positive for L-selectin expression, meaning that a significant portion, 

but not all, of the cells expressed L-selectin (Figure 5.2a,b). HTR/SVneo cells were 

negative for all surface markers tested (Figure 5.2c,d).  
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 To conclude, the summation of my doctoral work has been the construction of a 

selectin-functionalized microfluidic device designed for enhanced capture of rare cells 

from primary samples. I first developed a nanostructured coating composed of halloysite 

nanotubes that is able to increase the capture of target cells in terms of quantity of cells 

captured and the strength with which cells adhere to a selectin-functionalized surface. 

This nanotube coating was further investigated and found to project into the tubular 

lumen and project adhesion ligands across the hydrodynamic lubrication layer that 

opposes cellular interaction with the surface, without altering fluid dynamics within the 

microfluidic device. The enhanced capture technique was then applied to the clinical 

setting by demonstrating the ability to capture primary circulating tumor cells from 

patient blood samples. Comparison with today’s gold standard CTC enumeration 

platform demonstrated the potential benefit to cancer diagnostics that is represented by 

this novel technology. Finally, further evaluation of leukocyte adhesion on the halloysite 

nanotube coating lead to the discovery that the nanotube coating prevents leukocyte 

adhesion, and critical surface concentrations were explored along with the mechanism of 

this rejection. In all, this technology embodies real potential for improved patient care in 

terms of diagnostics and the development of personalized therapeutic strategies 
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Figure 5.1. Surface expression flow cytometry of selectin ligands on fetal trophoblast cell 

lines JAR (A, B, C) and HTR-8/SVneo (D, E, F). 
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Figure 5.2. Surface expression of surface markers on fetal trophoblast cell lines. JAR 

cells were assessed for EpCAM expression (A) and for L-selectin and HLA-G expression 

(B) by flow cytometry. HTR-8/SVneo cells were assessed for EpCAM expression (C) 

and for L-selectin and HLA-G expression (D).  
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APPENDIX: PROTOCOL FOR DEVICE CONSTRUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following is adapted from the following publication: AD Hughes, J Mattison, JD 
Powderly, BT Greene, MR King, Rapid isolation of viable circulating tumor cells from 
patient blood samples, Journal of Visualized Experiments, 2012, (64) e4248. 
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The following protocol is for the production of a single microtube device. A cartoon for 

the end product is shown in Figure A.1 and a catalog of products required is listed in 

Table A.1. 

1. Preparation of Halloysite Nanotube Solution  

1. Sonicate (10-13 W (rms)) 250 µL halloysite nanotube solution (6.6 wt% in water) 

30 sec. Cool solution with cold water and repeat sonication once. Cool again.   

2. Draw sonicated solution into a syringe, attach a 0.45 µm syringe filter, and filter 

solution into clean microfuge tube. Vortex the solution occasionally to maintain 

homogeneity.   

2. Coating of Microtube Inner Surface with Halloysite Nanotubes  

1. Obtain 50 cm long section of Micro-Renathane microtubing (300 µm inner 

diameter, 35.3 µL inner volume). Cut one end of the microtube at a diagonal and 

insert into a small IDEX adaptor piece. Insert the needle of a 3/10 cc 29G syringe 

into the other end of the microtube.   

2. To clean the microtube, place the open end of microtube (the end with the 

adaptor) into 70% ethanol and draw ~50 µL ethanol into the syringe to fill 

microtube.   

3. Rinse the ethanol out of the microtube by drawing a generous volume of distilled 

water into the syringe.   
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4. Detach the syringe from the microtube, empty the syringe, and then reattach to the 

microtube.   

5. Prepare a solution of 0.02% w/v poly-L lysine in water. Draw 50 µL into the 

microtube and allow to sit for 5 min at room temperature (RT).   

6. Draw 100 µL filtered nanotube solution into the microtube and allow to incubate 

for 3 min at RT.   

7. Draw 100 µL water through the microtube to rinse out the nanotube solution. 

Allow coated microtube to sit, filled with water, overnight at RT.  

3. Preparation of Microtubes for Cell Isolation  

1. Prepare a solution of 10 µg/mL protein G in 1X Dulbecco's phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS, pH 7.0 - 7.2). Draw 50 µL PBS through microtube and then draw 50 

µL of the protein-G solution and allow to incubate for 1.5 hr at RT.   

2. Prepare a solution containing 5 µg/mL E-selectin-IgG and 50 µg/mL antibody 

(anti-EpCAM for most cancer samples, anti-PSMA for prostate cancer samples) 

in PBS. Draw 50 µL of the E-selectin and antibody solution into the microtube 

and allow to incubate for 2 hr at RT.   

3. Nonspecific cellular adhesion is blocked with 5% milk protein. Prepare a solution 

of 5% (w/v) milk protein in PBS. Draw 50 µL milk protein solution into the 

microtube and allow to incubate for 1 hr at RT.   

4. Draw 50 µL PBS into tube and leave at RT until blood or buffy coat samples are 

ready for processing.   

5. 10 min prior to using the microtube for isolation, draw 50 µL PBS that has been 

saturated with Ca2+ ("PBS+") to activate the selectin  molecules.   
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4. Preparation of samples for cell isolation  

1. Draw or obtain 10 mL blood from patient into heparinized tube.   

2. Place 10 mL Ficoll-Paque lymphocyte isolation solution into 50 mL centrifuge 

tube. Gently layer 10 mL whole blood on top of Ficoll so as not  to mix the blood 

and Ficoll.   

3. Centrifuge at 2000x g for 15 min at 4 °C with minimal deceleration.   

4. Remove the buffy coat layer and place in new tube.   

5. Wash buffy coat with PBS (centrifuge at 230x g for 10 min, discard the 

supernatant).   

6. Gently resuspend cells with 1 mL RBC lysis buffer and incubate for 10 min at RT 

to lyse erythrocytes.   

7. Add 10 mL PBS, mix gently, and centrifuge at 230x g for 10 min. Discard the 

supernatant and gently resuspend the pellet in 3 to 4 mL PBS+.   

5. Cell isolation  

1. Attach one end of the functionalized microtube to a 5 mL syringe using IDEX 

adaptors.   

2. Insert the syringe onto a syringe pump.   

3. Submerge the open end of the functionalized microtube into the cell suspension.   

4. Process the cell suspension through the microtube at 1 to 4 mL/h.   

5. Transfer the open end of the microtube to a tube containing PBS+ and draw 300 

µL PBS+ into syringe at 0.016 mL/min to remove unbound and loosely bound 

cells from the microtube.   

6. Place the open end of the microtube into a clean tube. Disconnect the syringe 
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from the microtube and attach a syringe prefilled with Accutase. Gently perfuse 

enough Accutase into the microtube to fill (~50 µL) and allow to incubate at RT 

for 10 min.   

7. Attach a syringe prefilled with 1 mL of growth media (79% RPMI, 20% FBS, 1% 

penicillin streptomycin) and perfuse into microtube, collecting effluent into tissue 

culture treated well plate.   

8. Culture cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2 under humidified conditions.   

6. Expected Results  

The goal of this technique is to isolate viable cancer cells from the blood of cancer 

patients. Several methods exist to identify cancer cells in culture; a necessary 

verification of device success. We have chosen to stain cells in culture with 

antibodies against epithelial moieties such as EpCAM (epithelial cellular adhesion 

molecule) or PSMA (prostate specific membrane antigen), in addition to DAPI to 

identify intact cell nuclei. The number of cancer cells captured using this technique 

is necessarily a function of the number of CTCs in the starting sample, and patient 

variability can be high. In processing samples taken from patients diagnosed with 

stage IV cancers, we routinely capture between 100 and 500 cancer cells per tube of 

blood, at purities >40% (Figures A.2 and A.3). Immediately following isolation, 

greater numbers of contaminating leukocytes may be present. However these 

numbers will be depleted following incubation in culture medium for up to 5 days.  
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Figure A.1. Schematic of functionalized microtube for CTC isolation, showing a selectin-

mediated rolling followed by antibody-mediated static adhesion. 
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Figure A.2. Representative data of CTC isolation from blood samples drawn from a 

breast cancer patient and a lung caner patient. The number of viable cells positively 

identified as CTC based on EpCAM staining is represented by the filled in bars and 

pertain to the left ordinate and the percentage of cells that were identified as CTC 

compared to the total number of captured cells is represented by the empty bars and 

measured on the right ordinate. Results are following five days in culture. 
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Figure A.3. Micrograph of CTC in culture 5 days subsequent to isolation from a cancer 

patient blood sample. Cells were stained for EpCAM (green) and DAPI (blue). 
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Table A.1 Specific reagents and equipment 
 
Reagent Company Catalog Number 
300 um ID tubing Braintree Scientific MRE025 
Larger tubing for connection to 
syringe IDEX Health & Science 1507L 

5mL syringe for pump BD 309603 
Connector small to large tubing IDEX Health & Science P-770 

Connector large tubing to syringe IDEX Health & Science F-120 and P-659 

Syringe for microtube (3/10cc 
Insulin Syringe U-100 29G 1/2”) BD 309301 

Accutase MP Biomedicals LLC 1000449 

Ficol-Paque Plus GE Healthcare Bio-
Sciences AB 17-1440-03 

RBC Lysis Buffer (Buffer EL, 
1000mL) Qiagen 1014614 

Protein G, 5 mg CalBiochem 
(calbiochem.com) 539303 

Human EpCAM/TROP-1 Antibody R&D Systems MAB960 

PSMA Antibody (GCP-04) abcam ab66911 
96 well plates (Microtest 96) BD Falcon 35-3072 
Blotting Grade Blocker Non-Fat 
Dry Milk, 300g Bio-Rad Laboratories 216005508 

Halloysite Nanotubes NaturalNano NN-HNT200 
Calcium Carbonate, 5g Aldrich Chemistry 481807 
rhE-Selectin/Fc Chimera, 100 ug R&D Systems 724-ES 
RPMI Medium 1640 Gibco 22400-089 
DPBS Gibco 14190-095 
Fetal Bovine Serum Atlanta Biochemicals S11056H 
Pennicilin Streptomycin Sigma Life Siiences P0781 

 


